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ICKES ANSWERS Lions, Rotarians, YBMC'S
REGION FINALS SET
WILKIE SPEECH
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Are
at
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GERMANS USE AIR
TORPEDOES IN AN
ATTACK ON ALLIES

Over Mile of Streets Need Improving

---

Accepts in Ellwood
As Secretary Commerce
Blasts Him Monday

Wilkie

• Murray high school's athletic
will be the mecca for all
Attendant to Queen field
true Murray sports lovers Mon-

Finals in District Meet to
Start Saturday at One
O'clock Here

Senate Still in Debate On

Burke-Wadsworth
day, Tuesday, and Thursday nights
Draft Bill
of next week—provided, of course,
that the usually-agreeable weather
FDR IS CHALLENGED
is favorable—for on those nights HARDIN, ELKS, EAGLES,
TROTSKY IS KILLED BY
the cream of the city's softball talTO DEBATE WILLKIE
ISLAND, BVR. DAM LEFT
ASSASSIN YESTERDAY
ent will fight it out to see which
is best fitted to wear the Golden
Secretary of Interior
Harold
Barring rain, Sunday afternoon
Grail.
Germany unleashed a fearsome
Ickes took a shot at the RepubliIt all happened about a week ago should see the amateur baseball
weapon—aerial torpedoes—against
can platform as outlined by Wenwhen the Lions Club, which is champion of the first region
objectives in Great Britain
land
dell Willkie's acceptance speech in
noted for its athletes like Prot, crewnad in Murray, as the finals
last night, smashing an entire yow
Indiana Saturday, in an address
of
the
district
meet
S.
A.
are
and
Dr.
scheduled
Leslie Putnam
propeller.
of houses
with the
this week from Washington.
Ruskjer, challenged
the Rotary to begin here Saturday afternoon
stemmed explosives usually used
Willkie, who stated that he
Club, which accepted because of at 1 o'clock, and the regional playonly on ships.
favored some sort of "selective"
the ball-playing genius of men off between Saturday's winner and
This marked the first time that
military service, was derided by
like Jack Sharborough and Harry either Island or Beaver Dam from
torpedoes have been used effectiveIckes because in his address he
the-second district, will begin at
Fenton.
ly
from the air. After a day of
proposed that President Roosevelt
They decided to make it an all- 3 o'clock on the Murray Nationals
nothing but hit-and-run tactics
meet with him on the same platcity affair when the Young Busi- field.
the German air corps sent a small
form, and over a national hook-up
The first game Saturday is the
ness Men's Club and the American
group of bombers over a southand debate the issues of the camLegion decided to get in...it too. play-off of the postponed game
eastern English seaport, and for
paign. If this happens, it would
The schedule rune like this. On between Hardin and the Paducah
the first time used aerial torpebe the first since the now famous
Monday night, the Lions tackle Elks. The winner of this game
does.
An undetermined number of
Lincoln-Douglas debates.
the Rotarians and on Tuesday will meet the high-flying Paducah
people were buried in the shambles
night the armed forces of the Eagles in the finals of the district
Secretary
Ickes, in a speech
created from the expolsions.
American Legion lay siege to the at 330, with the winner then cardMonday night, blasted Willkie as
Italy gained her first victory of
ed for Sunday. Sec. E. L. Smith.
Young Business Men.
he accused the "simple, barefoot
the war—or rather the first one
Victors
of these fwo
battles of the Kentuck% Amateur Baseball
Wall Street lawyer" of "unpatriotic
MISS NANCY WHITNELL
she has had to fight for—when she
glorious will meet on the field Association, has given both Hardin
demagoguery" and "unpardonable
managed
to
take
Somaliland
l'iUss Nancy Whitnell, of Murray, of hone* Thursday night to crown and the Elks the right to pick up
references" to President Roosevelt.
from
the British. Somaliland is
an extra twirler for Sunday's
Ickes claimed that Willkie was has been chosen as attendant to the grand champion,
a
part
of
(he
British
holdings
in
Probable starters for the four game in case they should win a
lowering the prestige of any presi- the 'Queen from this city and will
Africa.
British tactics were to
Unimproved Vine Street, looking East Between
Ninth Street..looking South Between Poplar and
dent to think that he would barn- take part in the Beauty Pageant teams, as imagined by usually re- double bill Saturday.
withdraw its forces from this base
9th and 11th
Vine; entrance to to Mason Hospital, right
Manager 'Jim Brown was debatstorm the country and carry the to be held on the opening night of liable sources, are:
in order to strengthen defenses
Lions: Fred Shultz, Dr. Woodfin ing as to whom he would send to
He the Tobacco Festival in Princeton,
. debate before the people.
for
Egypt and the Suez Canal, say
Hutson, Vester Orr, Dr. Charles the mound Saturday. He probably
The city of Murray can virtual- WPA General Project Superintend- and 'paved to connect Ninth and
Willkie August 29.
then
suggested that if
Hire. Dr. Hal Houston, Bryan Tol- will rely on Bill Woodruff to open ly eliminate all unimproved streets ent, and Pat C. Irvan, WPA time- Eleventh. Compare this old sec- British leaders.
were anxious to debate someone
The Mediterranean Sea threatIcy, W. B. Davis, Ray Brownfield, the firing, with Finus Pritchard by continuing the concrete paving keeper,
tion of Vine with the high type
he might choose Sen. McNary, his
ened to become the central theatre
M. G. Foster, Boyd Gilbert, Leslie scheduled for any other duty neces- program. This
program, under
WPA _paving crews in Murray concrete street on -- Ninth Street
running mate, who, Ickes claims,
Putnam,
A. Huskier. Miles sary during the day. He is de- way since the fall of 1937, has have attained a high degree of (Lower, right) looking south be- of t`le war for the coming week,
differs in all opinions with Willkie.
Hickok, Dr."E. L. Garrett, and Dr. termined to withhold Holland from given Murray approximately four efficiency and the quality of work- tween Poplar. and Vine Streets. &spite zer attacks at Britain, as
Impartial
observers, however.
the
Italians
bombed
Gibralter
Coleman McDevitt.
service if at all possible in order miles
of
permanent
concrete manship is exceptional. Workers This is typical of Murray's durable
declared that if lcke's made anRotarians: Paul Gholson, Jack to have him ready for Sunday's streets. But there remain about are shown (top, right) placing con- concrete streets. The entrance to heavily, incurring, so Fascist leadother speech in such vein, Willkie
Sharborough, Dr. A. D. Butter- game. This is a gamble. but Bar- a mile and a half of dirt or gravel crete on Eleventh Street. Streets Mason hospital is shown on the ers say great damages;" caused by
wouldn't have to "campaign".
fire.
British reports, however,
worth, Ronald Churchill, P. W. din's airtight infield has made it streets that coutd be paved with like this cost Murray property right.
Dunbar
Cave
ls
Scene
of
Tobacco
deny this, saying only slight damIn Willkie's speech Saturday, he
Ordway, Loren Adams, Harry Fen- easy for almost anyone to hurl WPA financial assistance.
Unimproved streets mean only
owners only 40 cents a front foot.
Festival
Which
Will
Continue
age
was
caused by bombs, but that
was in accord with Roosevelt
ton. Ed Frank Kirk, Jack Mark- for them. It is possible that Bub
Above are four photos that show 'believed the lowest contribution two things to Murray motorists—
Through Saturday Night
policies as to _foreign policies, but
well, and George Baker.
Curry, former Pine Bluff hurler graphically the progress made in toward WPA concrete paving any- dangerous driving and excessive nine enemy planes were brought
differed strongly with him.„in other
American Legion:
paving and also what needs to be where in Kentucky, according to car repairs. Improved streets like down by anti-aircraft fire.
La ymon will be signed with Hardin.
Miss Charlotte Wear, daughter Neale,
In Washington Senate leaders
made no references
strata. He
Bryan
Tolley, Fleetwood
Grover Kell will probably be on done. One of the photos (top. left) Mr. Shaver.
Ninth mean safety, cleanliness and
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Boyd Wear, 1610 Crouch, Otis
continued to debate the Burkeagainst the TVA, and did not
Eldridge, W. B. Mil- the firing line for the Elks, with shows Nur officials inspecting the
Typical
of
the
unimproved beauty—lower car operating costs
Farmer
Street,
left
yesterday
for
Wadsworth
conscription bill. The
pledge to fight either for or
stead, H. I. Sledd, Connie Ford, Carl Beyer and Bobby Abell ready- concrete mixing machine during streets in a section of Vine Street because there will be no rough
Clarksville, Tenn., to attend the
against it.
Max Hurt, John Rowlett, Edd Diu- for duty. The Eagles will send paving on Eleventh Street. In the (lower, left) looking east between and uneven surfaces to cause me- House Military affairs committee,
Tobacco-lRestival at Dunbar Cave guid,
Zelha Carter, and Dr. A. D. Edd Peeples to the mound in the foreground, left to right, are V. R. Ninth and Eleventh Streets. The chanical defects—and lower up- despite the objections of Chairleaders came out this
Democratic
week, and to compete in the Butterworth.
man May. of Kentucky, voted to
second game with Jim Carlson Outland, WPA foreman; Dewey latter two streets are now paved keep costs over many years betarty this week. with statements beauty
festival
there as "Miss
Young
C. Jones, City Superintendent of with concrete. and Vine might cause of the long-wearing quali- increase the basic private's pay
Business
Men:
Tom slated for relief purposes.
toncerning the book, lying chief Calloway
in the service from $21 to $30 per
County".Banks, Boody Russell, Charles Lustreets and sewers; J. B. Shaver, easily be taken into the program ties of the concrete.
blame of it to the genius of Exmonth. May said that the White
. Eagles 3; Nationals 1
After winning the beauty con- ther Robertson
Gingles Wallis
Postmaster General James A. FarHouse agreed with him that it
sponsored
by the Woman's John Herman Trotter, Robert S.
A double in the third inning
ley, who conceived the book early test
would cost too much.
Hyland
Grimmer, Murray
in the spring while he still had Club a few weeks ago, Miss Wear (Duck) Jones, Vernon Stubblefield, by
On a constitutional point of
hopes of becoming the party's nom - was entitled to this trip, and to Jr., Net Ryan Hughes, Tom Row- State basketballer, drove in the
order an amendment to the coninee. Thus the Democrats are lay- Princeton next week to compete lett, Ty Holland, 0. B. Boone, two runs necessary for the Paduscription
bill granting the PresiWildy• Berry, Henry Holton, John cah Eagles to nose out Murray's
ing all charges at Farley's floor. in another beauty contest.
dent power to compel citizens to
Rowlett,
and
James
An
elaborate
program
has
been
Jones.
Nationals
3-1.
A.
Henry
Sec. of Agriculture
purchase in accordance with their
In the first inning a base on
this week in Planned for the Cave celebration
Wallace resigned
means government bonds bearing
balls and a triple by Rollie Bartorder to devote all his time to which will run through Saturday
low rate of interest. The bill was
lett sent the Eagles ahead, but
amAma
.
His night.
the approaching campaign.
defeated because all revenue-rats.
Marion Young's triple and AtToday at 4 o'clock a living toplace will be taken in the cabinet
ing legislation must rise in the
Beautiful new concrete streets
kinson's single in the second tied
by Claude R. Wickard, undersec- bacco plant exhibition will be
House.
built on a cash basis—that has
the
count.
After
this
scoring
not
who
has
awarded
agriculture,
held,
with
prizes
being
retary of
Leon
Trotsky, exiled Russian
been the watchword in Murray
a run crossed the plate, as both
pledged to carry out the Wallace the winners. Special recognition
leader, died in Mexico City late
since 1937 when the concrete street
pitchers received good support.
will be made 4-H Clubs and Fuprogram.
last
night,
after he had been the
paving program started.
Murray loaded .the paths in the
ture Farmer chapters attending Methodist Church to xte Scene
victim of an assault by a Belgian
Today,
thanks
to
the
cooperative
last
of
the
eighth
inning
on
singles
of Meetings Through
the celebration. At 8 o'clock at
with.a pick-ax. The ax had been
enterprise of the prbperty owners,
by Gene Young and Lyons, and a
Next Week
the swimming pool, the Black
driven into Trotsky's skull, and
city officials and WPA officials and
base on balls, but just couldn't
Patch Tobacco Queen .Pageantwill
all specialists could not pull the
workers, Murray proudly boasts
across as Carlson
The Memphis Conference Cara- push a run
be held, with the Queen being
tlleyear old
Communist leader
approximately four miles of durcrowned by Judge John T. Cun- van, sponsored by the Methodist forced Harrod to pop out to Heath
through.
Trotsky charged that
able concrete streets where once
ningham, president of the East- Churches of the Memphis Confer- and struck out Buckman.
his
assassin
was
a member of the
were only gravel or dirt streets.
Atkinson hurled good ball for
ern Dark Fired Tobacco Coopera- ence, will begin its work in MurOgpu, dreaded Soviet secret serMurray
but
the
"hitless
wonders"
What
is'
more,
the
paving
is
connight
a
dance
ray.
CrawAssociation.
To
Sunday
afternoon
at
2
o'clock
tive
Funeral services for A. K.
vice. He had been under armed
tinuing. At present,' a crew of 40
ford, 75, who died Sunday night will be held in honor of the queen, and will continue through Friday, continued to fail to hit in a pinch.
guard and protection in the sumen is placing new concrete on
of pneumonia at his home near with Music by Francis Craig's Or- Rev. J. Mack Jenkins, pastor, an- with most of this due to some exburbs of Mexico City ever since
cellent pitching by Jim Carlson.
Eleventh Street between Poplar
nounced.
Lynn Grove after a long illness, chestra.
the European conflict started.
Summary:
and Sycamore Streets—some, 2,100
were conducted Monday afternoon
Friday night's program will be
The Caravan will be divided for Eagles
102
000
000
3
8
2
this
is
comfeet.
As
soon
as
Methodist given over to vaudeville and tal- the
at the Lynn Grove
services
Sunday morning
A. C. P. Office to
010 000 000
1 83
pleted they will pave on Seventh
church with Elders 0. C. Wrather ent acts, together with the Junior among the local county churches. Nationals
Close on Wednesday
J. Carlson and Halliday; Atkintwo
blocks
between
Main
Street,
and H. L. Lax in charge. Burial Beauty Pageant.
Miss Willie son and M. Young.
Rev. Jenkins said.
Eighth
and
Olive
Streets.
North
of Every Week
was in the Goshen cemetery.
On Saturday night, with Miss Maud Thompson, adult counsellor,
Street between Olive and - Chestsurvived by Patricia Donnelly, Detroit, "Miss will speak at Murray; Miss Betty
Mr. Crawford is
prophas
also
been
signed
by
nut
The office of the County AgriculHardin 6, Elks I
three daughters, Mrs. Bun Swann, America of 1939" present, the win- Conley will speak at Lynn Grove;
erty owners for pavement.
tural Conservation Association will
I,ynn Grove; Mrs. Oswell West, ner will be selected and honored Miss Anita .O'Neal will speak at
washed
out
the
last
four
Rain
be
closed Wednesday afternoon of
The property owners have alDona, Tex., and Mrs. Lucille Dotle, at a dance, with music by Art Hazel: James Griffin will be at
two-thirds innings of. this
each
week, under
instruction
ready petitioned the city council te
Bruceton, Tenn.; two sons, Grady Kassel and his Kassels in the Air. South Pleasant Grove; and Leroy and
game but Hardin jumped ahead
granted by the Washington office
build these streets and the WPA
_Crawford. Detroit; and Tarleton
Russell at Kirksey.
Tinsley
Columbus
Leon
hay while the sue
for all ACA offices throughout the
one
and
has $17,000 remaining in its street
Memphis;
Crawford,
All will explairiewhat the Cern- and "made
Lynn Grove, Ky.
shone" to pile up a 6-1 advantage
State.
project fund to carry on its part
brother, I.. T. Crawford, of this
van is trying to`TO, and will inElks
before
the
rains
came.
The
county. He was a member of the
vite all interested workers of all
Selected July 24 as the honor of the constrtiction.
start
a
bad
way
from
the
were
in
denominations to join them during
Lynn Grove Methodist church.
man of his company, consisting of
From the start of the project in
as Carl Beyer was the victim of
the week at Murray. There will
111 members in the graduating 1937. the property owners .,have
poor support, and the Hardin- team
Lakes,
Great
class
at
e five classes as. follows: wortraining
naval
taken the initiative in asking the
David
for
services
especially in the
Funeral
ihp, recreation, personal religion. was hitting him
Ill., Leon Columbus ,Tinsley. son city to build new concrete streets
Byars, about 76. who died of senil- missions, and work with young pinches
Mrs. Charles I. Tinsley. They-have worked up their own
Mr.
and
of
ity at the home of his son,' R. C. people.
"Red" Willoughby allowed only
Lynn Grove, was given credit by petitions, presented them to 'the
e.
Ralph Gingles
four frames which
Byars, in Graves county Tuesday
Beginning Monday afternoon, at one hit in the
Navy department for his out- council for action and then. -made
Training School Chapter Will Tour
conducted
at
were
the the
afternoon,
he
hurled,
an
error
paving
be
in
ses2:30, the 'Caravan will
standing achieeements.
Ralph
Gingles,
a member of the
never
Kentucky in a Bus
payments
with
foot
the
front
west
of
the Bradley cemetery
sion until the evening meal, which way for the score. Hardin scored
Murray Training
School Future '5,,
Next Week
a hitch in the proceedings.
Murray Wednesday afternoon.
two runs in the second, two in the
eaten
picnic
style.
The
will
be
Farmers of America and a .son of
Mrs. Annie Falvvell, 59, Hangs
The father of 20 sons and three meals will be brought by the third, one in the fourth, and
The city council, consisting of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hugh
Gingles,
KirkHerself Saturday at
daughters, Mr. Byars is survived "scholars" Rev. Jenkins declared. already had a run across in the
Mayor George Hart: F. H. GraTwenty Murray Training School
sey, Ky., was named vice-presiHer Home
doubling, then
by five -sons, R. C., Henry.O.G.,
ham, member, and Robert S.
members of the Future Farmers
During their stay in Murray, the fifth, Willoughby dent
of
the
state
organization
at
daughwhile
Odie, and Olen Byars;_ one
"Duck" Jones. chairman, of the
of America. accompanied by Prof.
ladies will be the guests of Dr. walking home from second
the annual convention in LouisMrs. Annie Wells Falwell, 59, ter. Mrs. Odie Stamps, of Henry
streets committee. John M. RowW. H. itrooks -and Busdriver CharMrs. A. D. Butterworth. Rev. Beyer held the ball on the mound
ville
corninitted suicide by hanging her- County,_Tenn.; and by one broth- and
in
an
effort
to
kill
time.
and
Beale
Elmus
lett. T. Sledd,
recently..
lie Gibbs. will'leave Murray MonJenkins wants to know if any
self Saturday morning at her home er. Johnny layers, Palmersville.
Haley
led
the
Hardin
hitters
with
behind
solidly
Farris
are
B.
Jeff
day.
morning for a week's tour of
good homes in Murray wants to
two an da half miles east of Elm
the paving program. Because they
Kentucky made possible by a co"borrow" two fine young men for three for three. while Hope TrimVounder
the
Grove.
With the program
have operated it oft a pay-as-youoperative tomato project which
WE CONGRATULATE.a few days? If they do, please ble was grabbing two hits in three
No note was left, but frieqe;
tries.' Holland also got two hits cational Service Committee, " the go basis, they have had numerous
the chapter produced.
notify him.
had been telling
had said she
for Hardin.
for
Prof. Brooks said that the boys
Rotary Club held its weekly Meet-- chances to obtain discounts
them that she was worried over
Mr. and
Mrs. Oliver
Summary:
Downs, will visit Jefferson. Davis Monumaterials and equipment, and they
"some trouble". No one seemed
/
2 pound girl, Nellie ment at Fairview; Western State
Hardin
6 8 2 ing last Thursday noon, in the have taken advantage of these op- Model, Tenn., 81
022 11*
to know just'exactly what it was.
Ann. born August 20.
Elks
1 1 7 National Hotel, with Robert Mun-- portunities.
010 Ox
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Diennon
Teachers
College.
in
Bowling
At a neighbor's house Friday after- and sons, Herbert, Jr., and RodBatteries: Willoughby and Mor- dine interviewing 'Dr. A. D. ButMr. and hes. Winfred Allison, Green: Mammoth and Onyx Caves:
The result has been high type
noon, she had told them "she did ney, have been visiting in Murray
of
Murray.
are
the
gan; Beyer and Evans.
parents
of
a
terworth on his profession of med- concrete streets at but slight cost
the Wigwams, Lincoln Memorial.
not know what she was going to since Saturday.
•Two were out in fifth when icine. A. B. Austin is chairman to the property owners. Accord- son, born August 21.
Dr. Drennon,
The Old Kentucky Home, the ando".
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Ed Travis, of cient cathedral at Bardstown: Old
rain _611 the game.
who taught at Murray State Colof this committee.
ing to Dewey Jones. city superinSaturday morning, her daugh- lege as head of the English and
Woodrow Dill, former Murray
The program next week is under
ndent of'streets and sewers. Mur- Dexter. 'Route 1. are the parents Talbott Tavern, Ft. Harrod. the
ter, Frankie Nell. walked out of Language
ten State College student and for three
Department for
the Community' Service Commit- ray property owners are believed of an 11-pound girl, born August old and new
state
capitols at
the house, and saw her hanging years, is nowdean of the graduate years instructor in the commerce
tee. with 0. C. Wells chairman. An to be paying the smallest amount 21.
Frankfort, and the Henry Clay
school
department
at
Grove
high
in the smokehouse.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wes
Jones,
of
DexarKentucky
school at Mississippi State in State
intersting program has been
of any municipality in
monument and birthplace. racein Paris, has bought out the stock
She is survived by her mother, College, Miss.
. ter. Route 1, are *he-parents of an horse farms, the University of
ranged for today.
carrying on 'a like program.
Mrs. John Wells.; pile sister. Mrs.
The Drennons while here are the of the Cherry & Small general
Property owners here pay only 8-pound girl. Linda Fay.
Kentucky, Transylvania College,
Birdie Vance; three brothers. Billie, guests of Dr. and Mrs. M. G. Car- store and hotel in Dover. Tenn.,
Mr. and Mrs. 'Hershey Hopkins. and other places in and near Lex40 cents a front foot for their conClay, and John Wells, Jr.: three man and Dr. and Mrs. Charles and will take possession Septemcrete pavements, including curb of Dexter Route I, are the parents ington. A visit is also being plansons. Otis, L. B., and °John Fal- Hire. They willjeturn to Missis- ber 1, it was announced today by
William J. Lax, 43, former resof
an 8-pound daughter. Carolyn. ned 'to Fort Knox.
and gutter. That represents onewell; and three daughters, Mrs. sippi Monday.
his father, J. D. Dill, who lives ident near Hazel, killed himself
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Colson, of
third of the total front foot cost.
The boys will return home Friacross the river from Pine Bluff.
Lois Outland, Mrs. Lucille Thornwith a butcher knife August 15.
The WPA supplies another one- Golden Pond. are the parents of an day. Those who plan to make
The Dills are a family of store- at his home in Detroit. Mich.
ton; and Miss Frankie Nell Fala
third in addition to all labor, while 8-pound son.
the
trio are Fred Atkins, Boron
well. Several grandchildren also BEACH REUNION TO BE HELD keepers, it appears. The father
No reason was given for the
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wilson, of Richardson, Harold G. Doran. Ranthe city pays the remeining oneSUNDAY, AUGUST 25
runs a store at East Pine Bluff. suicide. He is survived by his
survive.
Golden
Pond,
Route
1,
are
the
par- dolph Story, Clifford Jones. James
Election for the board of direc- third.
His son-in-laW, Ralph Cook, man- widow, Mrs. Euda Lax, a mother, tors of the Western -Dark Fired
She was a member of the Sugar
But -with all four miles of new ents of a 9-pound son, Wallace Newport. LToyd E. Boyd. Cuthrie
Iffhhibers of the Beach families ages one at Rushing's Creek. Joe Mrs. Minnie Lax, two brottwu, Tobacco Growers Association, will concrete
Creek Memorial Baptist Church.
streefs accounted "for, Wade. born August 20.
Thurmond, Bobby Lawrence, J. H.
Funeral services were in charge residing in Western Kentucky and Dill operates one at Model, Tenn : Burton Lax. of Highland Park. be elected Saturday with members there refnain approximately one
Theobald, Billy Cahoon, Vernon
of the Rev. J. H. Thurman at Elm Southern Illinois will hold their Louis Dill at Tharpe. Tenn.; and Mich., and Beind Lax. of Pur- of the association voting.
and a half miles of dirt or gravel ATTENTION EX-SERVICE MEN! Cohoen, Herman
Keys Wicker,
In- annual reunion at the home of C. now Woodrow will operate one at year, Tenn
afternoon.
Sunday
Grove
grid a sister Miss
Much interest has been shown in in Murray. If the program is con17-Mancil Vinson, Harold Houston,
J. Pierce, 1 mile west of Kirk- Dover.
terment was at Elm Grove.
Clara Lax, of Buchanan, Tenn.
behalf of the four candidates run- tinued to include these streets.
ease he at the. high school ball Paul Haley, Ben Trev,athan, Craig
sey, on Sunday. August 25.
A
Funeral services were in charge ning, two in each district. In di,- Murray will be able to lay claim park Tuesday
night when
the Bratton. and James Washer.
Plans are being made to hold of Eld. Charles Sweatt, at the trict 3, Devo Reid opposes R. V. ea an all-concrete street system, American Legion
:The Carlisle County Farm Bu- large crowd is expected and a
plays the Youqg
reau is placing purebred gilts pleasant day of association with a Northern Kentucky 4-H club to- Blood Haver Church of Christ. Graham, while in District 4, E. H. with the street paving problem Business Men's Club.
We nen:
Use of side-delivery rakes helped
among 4-H club members on the friends and kinsmen will be en- bacco show at Covington in Jan- Interment was in the City Ceme- Lax and 0. S. Wall are making solved for many years to come your
support.— The
American Mercer county farmers save thew
•
1
uary.
return-pig plan.
joyed.
tery.
the race.
(See "Murray's Improvernent"-P. ID Legion.
alfalfa -end clover hay crops.

MISS WEAR WILL
A1TEND FESTIVAL

Honored by Navy

C

Murray's Improvement
is Noted on New Streets,

CARAVAN OPENS
HERE SUNDAY

'C

Vice-President

A. K. Crawford
Is Buried Monday
at Goshen Cemetery

David Byars Is
Buried Wednesday

FFA GROUP WILL
VISIT KENTUCKY

CALLOWAY WOMAN
TAKES OWN LIFE

Butterworth Is
Interviewed at
Rotary Meeting

Drennons Visit
Old Friends Here

W. Dill Keeps Up
Family - Tradition
As Store' Keepers

Ex-Countian Kills
Self With Knife
In Detroit, Mich.

Association Will
Elect Board of
Directors Saturday
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LOCALS

Mrs. %erri Windsor and daughter hearse and ambulance combined.
Marie. has. returned to their home
Mr and Mrs. Conrad Givins. of
in Akrsn. 0. after spending a Litchfield. spent last week-end
week VISitill4 her parents. W B. with Mr. and Mrs. Rex Diuguid.
Baker and family and other i•ela- of South 10th Street here
Mr.
Lives. Mrs.-Verba Ray and sons. Givins was formerly supervisor of
Jae B.. and Dorris. accompanied the Murray CCC Camp.
Frank
Lancaster and. -Barney
them back to make their home
.,
with Mrs. Windsor.
Weeks. wersi in Paducah Tuesday
Dr. John Chambers. of Lazing- morning on 'business.
Len, who is comsected with the
Barney Weeks returned last
University medical corps, has been week from Lexington where he
visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Hale was visiting his wife for a few
days
Isere.
Mr and Mrs. J. T. Cochran of
Mrs. Paul Johnston. of Guthrie.
Kirksey and Mr and Mrs W. L. is in Murray this week visiting
liargnive of Detroit. Mich. sent her relatives. Prof and Mrs R. A.
to St Louis last Tuesday to attend Johnston of West Main
he ball game between Detroit
Dan Marvin. of Paducah. was
Tigefs and St. Louis Browns. The in Murray Tuesday on business.
score was 6-2 in favor of Detroit.
Mrs Beatrice Phillips. of North
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Lassiter Fourth Street. visited relatives in
lave gone to Nashville to attend Hardin last Saturday.
.
ihe graduation exercises at PeaWilliam Ray Powell left Tuestiody College where their daughter. day for Princeton. where he will
IlLes Martha Lou Lassiter. is ,get- accept a position on the PrinceLing her MA d,gree. From there ton Leader.
they will visit in. East Tennessee
Wells Purdorn and T Sledd were
Mr. and Mrs. Jsmes Richardson in Louisville Tuesday and Weds( Detroit are spenclinc their va- nesdav on business,
:•atien with his, parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Marsysilurssell Williams and
Mts. C B Richangbn. James holds Moody Russell are in Louisville
stesponsible position with the At- this week attending the state con's/Antic and Pacific Tea,. Company. vention of county Court clerks.
Mr. and Mrs. James Richardson.
William Thomas Lamb will leave
Miss Elizabeth Richardson
and Murray next week to start teaching
Harlan Bagwell visited in Paducah at Lebanon Junction.
Sunday.
Mr and Mrs. Sam Goodman will
Mr. and Mrs Conn Linn and leave Murray soon to make their
Robert Humphreys. Tulsa. Okla . hoir.e near Louisville where Mr.
are 'visiting Mr. and Kis. J M. Goodman has been employed to
Linn and other relatives in Mur- teach the social studies and coach
rayathletics.
Bro. Garvin Curd will preach at
Mrs. Edward Freeman returned
Alfho Church of Christ Sunday at home from Princeton Friday where
11 o'clock and Sunday night at she had been visiting her sister
7:45.
*
Mrs. F. W. Pirtle. who recently
Mr'end Mrs_ Harvey Youngblood moved there from Paducah.
and sons J. R and John. Mr • and
Hunter Love left Monday afterMrs. Miles Beach. Mrs. Corbett noon for Chicago where he will
Fazies.:• and son Robert visited .the attend the National" Photographers
Buried City at Wickliffe and Co- Convention.
•
luntbus---Park--at Columbus -Sun- . Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Hortin spent
day. .
,
the week-end at home before leavMr. and Mrs. Denvie FarLess of ing for Mr. Hortin*s home in AlDetroit are visiting Mr. Farless Dion, Ill. They spent last week-end
parents Mr and Mrs. A. V. Far- at Mrs. Hortin's home near Paless of Kirksey.
ducah
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Daily and
Auburn Wells left for Athens
rhildren or Hazel and Mr. and Menday. where
he
will begin
Mrs. Johnnie Walker and Marilyn . teaching September 2. He i,.$ prin.
spent Friday evening at Reetfoot cipal there.
Lake and en:toyed- a fish dinner , Lynn Dale Furgerson will reJohn C. Winchester. Clayton. N. I turn home today from Peabody
M. visited with J. W. Winchester College. Nashville. Tenn.. to spend
and family on his return trip from . a few days with his parents. Mr.
Ohros•where he ; - , ,-. s J new- and Mrs. G W. Furgerson. before

CAPITOL
ADMISSION-10c and 16c

TODAY AND FRIDAY

inair'ing for Blodgett. Mo., where
be will teach next year.
Solon Hale. who is attending the
Naval Academy at Annapolis. returned home Sveday for a brief
visit. He wa accompanied by Nat
Miller Pace. of Hardin. who is
spending his vacation with relatwee there.
Leo Lookofsky. of West Broadway,..Paducah, visited friends in
Murray last week..
James
Stevens
and
Garvin
Starks. of
Owensboro, visited
friends in Murray Monday and

'Tuesday.
Mr. and

Mrs. Culley Steele from
Roswell, N. M.. are visiting his
brother, Alma Steele and Mrs.
Steele, on South Sixth Street and
ether relatives in the county.

Mrs. Buford Christenson and

son have returned to their home
in Erin. Tenn., after a visit with
her parents Judge and Mrs. Ethan
MrS Elaine Meloan Mitchell. of
Cincinnati. 0., and Mrs. John D
Mitchell from Frankford. Ky.. are
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. R.
Meloan this week.
Miss Dorothy
Irvan formerly
with the West Kentuckian. has a
position with Watkins Inc. in Paducah.
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield. Jr.. is
visiting her parents in Hickman
this week.
Kiss
Mary Jacqueline
Wear
will return today after visiting
for several cyky!, with Miss Rose
Marie Perdue. 815 North TwentyThird Street. Paducah.
Robert C. Lee, St. Louis. a
former resident of this county.
visited friends here this week.
The Rev. and Mrs. R. H. Duncan and daughters. Jean. Jane.
Barbara. and Roberta. Knoxville.
Tenn . spent Monday in Murray
visiting in the homes of Mr and
Mrs William Jeffrey and Mr. and
Mrs J T. Cochran. Mr. Duncan is
a brother to Mrs. Jeffrey and Mrs.
Csochran.
Dr. L D. Hale attended a medical meeting in 'Cadiz Tuesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Ray. and
Thyra Lee. of St. Louis, Mo.. are
visiting relatives and friends here
this week.
Dr. A. D. Butterworth attended
a joint meeting of the Trigg arid
Christian Counties Medical societies held in Cadiz Tuesday evening.
irs. W. E. Hutton will arrive today from Dixon, Tenn.. to spend
a few days with her father. C. M
Hood and Mrs. Hood and other
relatives.

an adderss on the "Abundant
Life": E. J. Beale of Murray made
an address and gave some accordion selections. A number of patrons and citizens made good talks.
There are 12 teachers in the faculty and the number of pupils enrolled to data LS 383.

le) of Hazel; two sisters. Mrs. Fan- have been visiting her parents.
nie Murrell and Mrs. Nan Ben- They will be in Hazel a week or
nett, of Whitlock. Tenn
more to visit Mr. Neely's family.
Funeral services were oonducted Miss Lucile Cooper. nurse at the
Saturday afternoon at the Church Mayfield hospital. spent Sunday
of Christ by Eld. Charlie Sweatt of with her parents.
Buchanan. Tenn
Mrs. Walter Brown of Paris was
Pallbearers were Lawton Rob- In Haael Sunday as the guest of
ertson. Prince RoberIson. Otho her daughter, Mrs. James WilMethodist 'Missionary Society
Turner, Fred Bray. Homer Tay- son, and Mr. Wilson.
Meets With Mrs. Jones
lor and Wells Glover
Burial
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey and family.
The liVoinaMs Missionary Society was in the Hazel cemetery.
of near Buchanan. Tenn., were
of the Methodist church held itsHazel visitors Sunday.
August meeting in the home of
Mrs L. B. Phipps and daugh- Mrs. Grace White Wilcox and
Mrs. Will Jones last week. Mrs. ter: Miss Martha Jane,. and Mrs. daughter
Billie Burk, spent last
K. G. Dunn was leadsr of the pro- L. L. Nelson and daughter Miss Friday in Paducah
as the guest of
gram.
Minnie Ruth of Paducah, were her sister, Mrs. E. M. Holifield,
Mrs. Simmons read the Scripture here last Friday as the guests of and Mr. Holifield.
lesson, after which Mrs. Alice Mr. and Mrs. Owen Brandon.
W. L. W. Jones of Arkansas was
Junes gave the meditation. Mr,
Elmus Beale, of Murray, was In a Hazel visitor a few days the
Freeman
interesting
gave an
Olga
Hazel Monday.
latter part of last week.
talk on -The Jew in American
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Meador. MemMiss Bessie Hendricks of PurLife" A social hour followed the phis, Tenn. were the guests of Mr. year. Tenn.. was the guest of her
business
session during
which and Mrs. W E. Dick a few days sister, Mrs Leste Dunn, a few
lovely refreshments were served, last week.
days last week.
by the hostess.
Mrs. Callie Russell left last week
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Milstead
A special feature of the hour I for Detroit. Mich., after spending spent Sunday with Mrs. Milstead's
was the presentation of a lovely 'a few weeks with her sister Mrs. parents. Mr. and Mrs. Manual Pasfloral print to Mrs. Vernon James O. T. Weatherford and other rela- chall. near Mill Creek community.
as an -expression of love and ap- tives.
Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Clayton repreciation of her services during
Miss Lula Paschall of .Puryear, turned home recently after a two
the past five years. • Mr. and Mrs. Tenn.. was in Hazel recently visit- weeks' visit in Detroit with rela.11UneR with their son Vernon, Jr., tng the Kelly family.
tives and friends.
will reside in Concord during the
Mrs. Wm. Hull and family of
Mrs. Sara Smotherman and Mrs.
coming school year where Mr. Paris. Tenn.. were Sunday guests Leta Smotherman, and Mr. and
James has accepted the position , ,t Mr and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow Mrs. Martin McKenzie of Paducah,
as principal of the Concord High sisi
were Tuesday guests of Mrs. Dixie
School.
F. Denham left Sunday after- Hooper 'and family'.
noon for Memphis where he will
Mr. and Mrs. Laymon White,
Tom Berkley. 12
riend several weeks as the guest Mrs. W. B. Scruggs, Mrs. A. M.
Tom Berkley, 72 years of age -1 his daughter, Mrs. S. S. Gar- Hawley and Frank Vaughn atdied at his home in East Hazel rett and family.
tended the funeral of Mrs. FalFriday morning at 9 o'clock. IV
H. I. Neely left Sunday after- well at Elm Grove Baptist church
leaves his widow. Mrs. Maggie noon for Little Rock. Ark., where. Sunday afternoon.
Mrs be will join his son, H. I. Neely,
Berkley; four daughters,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gamlin of
Quitman Overcast, Mrs. Hubert Jr.. who is coming from California. Chicago, Ills are here as the
Outland. Miss Mary Louise Berk- They will spend a day or more guests of friends and relatives.
ley of Hazel and Mrs. Joe Vester there and other places of interest Mrs. Noble Chaplin and chilof Paris. Tenn.: four sons, Her- and H. I. will return home with dren of Paducah were the weekman Berkley of India. Tenn., Tay- his father and Mrs.. Neely and son. end guests in the home of Bro.
lor Berkley of Buchanan. Tenn.. Dick, will arrive about the same and Mrs. K. G. Dunn and family.
Walter. Walton and Sydney Berk- time from New York, where they
Eld. and Mrs. Flavel Colley of
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Greater than "Kentucky"!
WALTER BRENNAN

agencies for education use in their
coopertil.•e work
Telling its story chiefly with
pictures, the booklet first shows
the primeval Joyce Kilmer forest.
the natural cover of the Tennessee
Valley.
Then contributions of
forests to water and soil conservation. to industry, wildlife and recreation are pointed out.
Included are photographs of bare
gullies tree-covered in few years.
of defolate burned-ever forest and
of fire tower protection. of a good
wood lot invaluable to a farm of
boys ani girls at work in a school
forest, of depleted woodland and of
continually pt-oducing -forest, and
of .iustained yield lumbering and
Incume
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E

of -Gone Wit The Wind- foe.

SATURDAY ONLY
They're Tomorrow's Hope
... And Today's Thrill'

Revival services will -begin at
Union Ridge Methodist Church
Sunday. August 25, with the pastor. Rev. W. T. tht. Jones. in charge.
assisted Jay the Rev. R. F. Blankenship.
Services will be held twice daily.
The hours will be announced Sunday. The general public is invited
by church officials to attend these
services.
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.40. TOMMY KELLY • 1101111Y
JORDAN • DAVID HOLY
JACKIE SEARL
A COLUMBIA PICTURE

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
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DAYS OF WILD ADVENTURE!.
NIGHTS OF GLORIOUS ROMANCE!
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I have been nominated for
east side CallOway county
Director of Western Dark
Tobacco Association. th e
election to be held Saturday,
August 24 at A. G. Outland
& Co., warehouse.
It is my sincere intention,
if elected, to serve in that
capicity to .the very best of
my abititiv,fol• the best interu-st of ALL the -member

is tlis girl with the Ikrisiies.
oyes . . . then gait sot for tie.
most kilarios0 1,4. by 'Soma
arid God's" gay mitbor

i

Also
March
of Time

growers.
I sincerely appreciate the
confidence and: cooperation
of all those who know and
are interested in. me in this
respect.
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NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

Association Member
Growers East Side

Triple murder on a
luxury liner ...Chan's
„„..

to&
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47,
/
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•104,41

Original Scr•ain ploy
by Robin t D. Andrews
DirecitI by 111:11 GEINDE
A MUMMA PICTURE

r ing of :no HFIZt 1 high school
.,:ways a gala occasion and the
71:Jas-. Monday morning con'-H '.f ono of the best programs
ti' 'kirlry of the school. Rev.
' E Und-rasssA of Jackson. Tenn .
-4: •• -4 •
.. ,..nal and made I
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FAY BAINTER
BRENDA JOYCE
JOHN PAYNE
CHARLIE RUGGLES
MARJORIE WEAVER
HATTIE McDANIEL
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The Tennessee Valley Authority announced today release of a
new booklet "Forests and Human
Welfare.' which gives with many
pictures and few words the story
of forest conditions and possibilities in, the Tennessee Valley area.
'rue publication was prepared
by the Authority in association

.._

ay

DARRYL F. ZANUCK'S Production of

TVA Issues Book on
Forests, Welfare

Union Ridge Revival
Begin August 25

W.ILFIELDS . .
ao,aeataN,fiv
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Edgar
Gariie
BERGEN .INELIVITHY

NIGHTS - SUNDAYS - HOLIDAYS
lk
Children
Balcony (tax included)
30e
Lower Floor (tax Included)
3k

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

IN TECHNICOLOR!

with a number of stale and federal

FAMOUS ITUDSTERS CLASH ON THE SCREEN!
ARE YOU
THERE,
GET ME
CHARLIE'
OUTTA
HERE,
BERGEN!
_
.
;.
,
:.,. .

VARSITY

10c
16c
30c
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Miss Mary A. Hibbs of Decatur,
were the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Mayer recently. Ala.. and Mr. Hugh Thompson of
Tenn., were
Nashville,
Eld. and Mrs. A. 0. Colley of guests of Miss Elizabeth week-end
Jones.
Dyersburg. Tenn., were dinner
Miss Virginia Miller has returnguests of Mr. and Mrs. Jake Mayer
Saturday week. Elder Colley has ed home from Louisville and Lowhere she visited her
been conducting the revival meet- gan, W. Va.,
borther Joseph Miller and aunt,
ing at Green Plain recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Cultic Steele of Mrs. Tom Wells.
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Paschall
Roswell, N. M., are in Hazel this
week visiting relatives.
and Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Denham
was
Murray
John Edd Scott of
left Sunday for their vacation trip.
in Hazel Saturday evening.
They will visit many points of
Miss Laverne Hill and W. A. interest before returning home.
Fisher. .ofs Nashville, Tenn., and
Miss Ruby Lee Pinkley of. HolMrs, K. B. Osbron and daughter low Rock, Tenn.. spent the week-Irene of Paris, spent the week -end end with Miss Alice Outland.
in. Hazel as the guests of Mr. and
John Edd Stephens of WaterMr's. Claude Anderson, and Mrs. town. Tenn., is spending a few
Josie Hill, n West Hazel.
days with his grandmother, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. George Dunn, John McLeod.
Miss Mary Dunn and Felix Dunn
Mr. and Mrs Joe Alton returnof Concord spent Friday with
Akron. 0., last week after
Mrs. Dnn's sister', Mrs. Noah Hill. ed to
their vacation in Hazel
spending
Miss Katherine Thornberry of
guests of relatives and
the
as
Henderson, Ky., is in Hazel for a
few days' visit with the Turribow friends.
The little daughter ot Mr. and
family.
Prof.' and Mrs Vernon James Mrs. Doiphus Lassiter is quite sick
moved
have
Jimmie
the home northwest of Hazel.
son
at
little
and
Mrs. R. 0. Shellman and little
from Hazel to Concord where Mr.
James will be principal of the daughter. Clarelee of aducah are
visiting in the home of her parConcord High School.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Dale of Paris ents Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Marshall
visit
to
Thursday
this week.
were in Hazel
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Marshall
the Berkley family.
Mr. and Mrs. Con Moore and spent a few days recently in Camfamily and Mr. Moore's mother. den, Tenn., as the guests of Mrs.
fof Murray. Steve Hurt and son- Marshall's brother. J. C. Herin-law of Charleston. Mo.. were rin and Mrs. Herrin.
W. H. Miller, assistant cashier
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. D.
of the Dees Bank of Hazel, left
Hurt, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs Guy Caldwell Wednesday morning for
spent the week-end in Somerville. on business.
Bro. ii.nd Mrs. J. Z. Underwood
Tests., as the guests of their
daughter. Mrs. Earl Rogers and of Jackson, Tenn., were in Hazel
uisting the Kelly family Tuesday.
Mr. Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs Marvin Jones,
Mr. and Mrs: Edd Lamb and
Mrs. Nell Doren attended the fu- Mrs. Maud Orr and daughter. Miss
neral of Mrs. Falwell at Elm Marelle. spent Sunday in KirkGrove Baptist church Sunday after- sey as the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
noon
Otis Darnell and family.
Dallas. Tex .
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Kentucky Plans Celebration of
Founding of First Sunday School
4.‘
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The Cow Bells Were. Calling
The children, hearing the' tinkle
of cow bells on either side of the
shady streets in their vicinity in
Frankfort. left their horn-eV-and
began strolling down the genet
avenues
toward
Liberty
Hall.
Young Mason and Orlando Brown
had adopted the unique custom
of ringing cow bells before the
gates of their little, friends, announcing it was time for Sabbath
School under the apple tree in
their yard.
Thear mother, Margaretta Brown,
was a deeply,religious woman. As
the wife of John Brown, Kentucky's distinguished first United
States Senator, she occupied an influential position in the State's
social and religious life. Her husband had brought her from New
York and proudly established her
as the mistress of Liberty Hall.
The famous and brilliant Thomas
Jefferson had designed the home
and the Senator limited forward to
a delightful social life with his
bride, the former Margaretta Mason
of New York., as the center of
Kentucky parties and balls. The
upper floors of the spacious house.,
had been arranged with this in
view.

wood
Hazel
iday.
!ones,
Miss
KirkMrs.

••

For some time things went as
planned. Their home Was brightened by the coming of a baby girl.
This new-found love served only
to enrich an already delightful
life.
And then, at about eight
years of age, the child died.
Margaretta Brown was struck
stock still in her plans by this
sudden heart breaking tragedear In
that hour of sorrow the tears in
her eyes glistened more brightly
than the jewels on her hand. That
experience marked the directing
of her thoughts to things religious.
Politely but firmly she turned
her back on the round of gay
events in which she and her illustrious husband had so delighted.
In memory of her loved one she
decided to provide religious training for the children of her community and it was in this connection she hit upon the plan of having them assemble under the
ample shade of an apple tree in
her garden. Thus it was that in
the latter part of September, 1810,
Kentucky's first Sunday School
was established.
True To Her Convictions
We cite a particular instance
that shows her unyielding loyalty
to her convictions. - If ever there

ONE ACCIDENT
ONE TORNADO
ONE FIRE
Can Wipe Out Your Savings of Years
It takes years to build things of worth. They can
be torn down in a day!
That's why ihe wise person protects himself against
forces he can't control by having his property
properly covered with insurance.
Call us today. We will take care of
your immediate problem
Phone 331
•

Frazee & Melugin
INSURANCE AGENTS
Phone 331
Fire
-It Does Make

Casualty

Gatlin Bldg,
Bonding

a DifferenceeWho Writes Your Insurance"

was a social function calculated
to make one yield, this was it but
yield she did not! General Lafayette was being feted in this
country as a beloved hero of
American liberty.
After a triumphal tour of the East, a trip
to Kentucky was arranged for
him. His visit ,to Frankfort was
the theme of an interesting letter
written by Mrs. Margaretta t Mason) Brown to her mother, Mrs.
John Mason, pf New, York City:
Frankfort, Kentucky
July 12, 1825
"The arrival of General Lafayette occasioned as much bustle
in proportion to the population
here as at New York and I must
relate a circumstance which I
know will give you pleasure, as
it was the cause of gratification to
me. There was a spendid ball
to be given in the evening but
as there were many ladies who
did not attend balls and yet wished
to see the General, they were introduced to him at his Markee.
I was one of the number and had
such a hearty and long continued
shake of the hand as to occasion
the envy of many an impatient expectant. In the evening, twelve or
fourteen of my particular friends
took tea with me and urged me
to go to the ball in order to have
another interview with the General. I told them of my objections, that I had not frequented
any place of public amusement for
many years, and that although I
might spend a few minutes In a
ballroom without contamination,
yet i thought it inconsistent with
the profession I had made. Several of my friends replied that
they were Church members as well
as myself and that, they did not
go at any other time, yet as such
occasion would- never come again,
they thought themselves justified
to attend. Thus we parted, they
all parading off to the ball except Elizabeth Humphreys and myself, but they had not been gone
more than twenty minutes when
who should arrive here but General LaFayette, his son, and suite.
The General spent nearly an hour
with us in most delightful conversation while those who went to
the ball did not exchange a sylable
with him. Had, not I a triumph?
'The General was introduced to
Mason at.Lexington. He told him
politely that he was indebted to
his family. for all the honor anel
pleasure he had received since
his arrival in America for that
if his uncle James tour Minister
at the Court of France) had not
become security for his return he
would never have been permitted
to leave France. He paid but one
other visit in town, and that was
to Mrs. Toll, as sister of Mrs.
Madison."
asse,
Plans For State-Wide Celebration
Every County in Kentucky will
have a County Celebration Comof not less than seven
mittee
members, two of whom will be
people.
In the case of
young
some „County's failure to respond.
We shall ask those interested to
please attend the celebration in
the adjoining County Seat. .1.24ret
may be one or two instances where
two or more Counties will be requested to combine for this great
event.
Every reasonable effort is being
made by the Kentucky Sunday
School Association to prepare programs. assemble authentic historical
data for the speakers, supply each
County paper with suitable pub.,
licity material and otherwise assist each Committee to carefully
plan and thoroughly prepare for a
worthy observance of the 130th
Anniversary of Kentucky's first
2g,
Sunday School, September
1940.
repapers
and
Watch your local
ligious periodicals for further information in the near future. Many
will
radio devotional programs
carry announcements and other
memorable
about this
material
Celebration. Pulpit notices about
will be
plans
local
and
date
the
,frequently heard in the next few
weeks. Connect all this with the
many letters leaving the Director's
office and the word of mouth adwill spread this
vertising that
news from friend to friend and a
clear understanding of the scope
of thri Committee's undertaking
will stand forth.

IT'S HERE..!.

5'
FROZEN CHOCOLATE COATED BAR
When you treat your family or friends to GOLDBLOOM ICE CREAM
they know that they are getting the best. GOLDBLOOM ICE CREAM is made
in such a wide variety of delicious flavors that you are always certain of pleasing the most particular.
Your.local dealer will be happy to have you as one Of his regUlar customers. Gt;ILI5BLOOM ICE CREAM is sold all over Western Kentucky.
An Everywhere You Go
AT FOUNTAINS
GOLDBLOOM ICE CREAM
Call for

;There's sometking about GOLDBLOOM ICE CREAM that makes your
fountain drinks taste so, Much better. Call for GOLDBLOOM at Your Favorite
Drug Store Soda Fountain. You-will like it. It's reasonably priced, too.
Manufactured by

j
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Paducah

Kentucky

S. Pleasant Grove

This morning (Monday, August 19, 1940) finds :Many children
and young people who with joy
are again entering school at Hazel
or Lynn Grove.
The passing of Mrs. Dora Taylor
which Was mentioned last week,
age 81 and survived by a daughter Miss Lizzie Taylor, and a son
Dirt, and two - brothers Bert and
John Milstaada was also survived
by three sisters Miss Etna Milstead, Mrs. Jack Humphreys, and
Mrs. Nan Adams. It was an accident that the -writer failed to
mention Mrs. Adam's name last
week. Although there are some
400 members of Pleasant Grove
church Mrs. Taylor was supposed
to have been a member more years
than any one else. Eternity alone
will'reveal the gucd done by Mrs.
Taylor during some 65 years as a
member of the Methodist church.
Riley Gunten and son, Quinton,
of Paducah, were week-end visitors with relatives here.
At the 11 o'clock
service at
Striking Spring Sunday the text of
the minister from - Mayfield was:
"Prepare to meet thy God of
Brenda Joyce, John Payne and,, WaHer Brennan, that fire-eatin', horse- Israel."
lovire old codger who was "lantucky's Academy AU ard-winning star,
Jim Ad Crowley Smith of near
are among those featured in Drryl F. Zanuck's Technicolor production of Memphis attended the funeral services for their uncle, Lon Arnett
"Maryland," 20th Century-Fox picture showing today and Friday at the
at Sinking Spring last Wednesday.
Varsity Theatre. "Maryland" captures the spirit, romance and beauty
Mrs. Ina Hale returned to her
of the proud South and is climaxed by the moat spectacular Steeplechase home at Paducah last week after
a few weeks' visit with her sister
In America—the Maryland Hunt Cup Race.
Mrs. Dave White and
brother
John McPherson and their families. She spent one night with the
writer and we had a happy time
recalling pleasant associations when
Mrs. 0Scar Kuykendall of Texas we were girls together and she
relatives was living in this vicinity.
A very,,,, large crowd, mostly was the recent guest of
near
Crossland.
Congratulations to all the FFA
country folks, enjoyed "a-get-toLowell Key and L. 'W. Cosby boys of Calloway County for their
gether" in Murray last Saturday.
'Grove
achievements
transacted
business
in
Lynn
made at a recent
bright
Their attitude toward the
'
Thursday.
meeting at Louisville, Ky. Ali;o,
side of life was exhilerating!
Mr. and Mrs. Lon •Shrader spent to others not in attendance, for
Steee- Hurt, now of Missouri,
Mr. and Mrs. without the farmers this *world
whom I had not seen in 40 years the week-end with
and children of Paris, would be on starvation.
God
was in "Town". Percy Smith and Carol Key
bless them and may they be able
Tenn.
the other lady of Graves County
with
is
on
the
sick
-their
Perry
Stubblefield
e
nvironments
to
help
preached a long time in County
under-privileged farmers to lighten
courtyard. Then a small man list.
Tom Burkley died Friday. In- their labors yet produce better
from California who had never
Hazel Cemetery crops and other farm commodities.
shaved nor had a hair cut preached terment was in
We feel Calloway was honored in
Saturday afternoon.
at the Jeff Davis monument, northMr.
and
Mrs.
Cale- Langston that Bill Ed Hendon. - Hazel, reeast corner. "They" seem to think
spent the week-end with Mrs. J. C. ceived the highest honor tat Louisthe last Armageddon battle is on.
Langston and Mr. and Mrs. Avery ville) in the beef cattle tests, also
"Better watch your step".
Madrey.
that Ralph Gingles, Kirksey, 'and
We received a good rain last
Miss Flossie Tyler was in Wingo Robert Craig and Herman Ellis of
Sunday. August 18, at 7:30 a. m.
Friday on business,."
the Hazel Chapter for receiving the
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Christen- 'Mrs. Allison
Wilson, who has State Farmers degree.
Carman
berry and son. Mrs. Essis Ward and -been visiting her son. Gaston Wil- Parks: IS- instructor of Hazel chapBobby and Miss Hilda Leeds. Miss son and family of Ohio, has re- ter and has taken much pains with
Marion Willard of Detorit aad Pa- turne.d to her home.
the boys.
We are thankful to our Heavenducah, were guests last week of
Mrs. Henry Dumas was in Hazel
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Christenberty at Friday afternoon on business.
ly Father for the fine rains during
Two smoked hams
Coldwater.
A number of Hazel people at- the past week.
were cut_ Tbe old rooster crowed. tended the revival services at
Mr. George Windsor of South
"Kill-a-mutton"!
Green Plain last week where Eld. Howard is showing no improvement from a continued illness.
Preaching
day at Coldwater, A. 0. Colley was the preacher.
.Christ Sunday at 2:30 L. W. Cosby transacted business Mr. and Mrs. Otto Townsend
Church
in
and
Paris
Tuesday.
three children Janette, Dianne
p. m and also a ten protracted
Jonathan dwards of Paris was and Jimmy of Graves County, and
meeting September 5 at 7:30 p. m.
in Hazel recently.'
Mrs. A. H. Doran and Miss Gertie
to continue indefinitely.
E. A. Moore was a business visit- Paschall of Murray visited in the
"White Foot,- famous fox hound or in Murray recently.
Dennis Boyd home last week.
at the age of 3 years, was instantle
Mrs. Boyd and the 10-pound daughMrs. 0. B. Turnbow. Mrs. 11,„
killed by an autoroobile on ,bla
eily and Miss Eva Perry were
top Highway No. 121 at 3i:rvi, .F'aris visitors Tuesday.
Forrest's home. He was the propLon .Shrader was in Puryear
erty of "Buddy" Ryan of Murray. Thursday on business.
This faithful dog had won many
Bill Bailey and two daughters
times in fox chases. I've stood in were hi Paris the first of the week.
my yard and listened to his musiMr. and Mrs. Ed' Johnson and
cal voice in fox races.
children visited Mrs. Aubra ShraThe war in Europe has gone der and children Saturday.
"plane" crazy. The tempest may
C. E. Key transacted business in
sweep o'er wild, stormy deep, but Farmington one day last week.
I'm safe :n the. old Kentucky home.
Miss Ettna Milstead as on the
Now a "word" to Lytle Donald- sick list.
son, highway commissioner. Did
A series of •revival meetings will
you know that No. In road from _begin at the Christian Church in
Murray to Cathey's Mill (Stella)' Hazel Sunday, September 8. ELI.
is first class black-top. tint from J. B. Hardeman of Sedalia will
thence to Graves County ilne to- conduct the services.
ward Farmington is a project failEd Johnson
was in
Murray
ure? Mr. and Mrs. Jim Cochran,
ursday on business.
Mr. Radford, ehlr. and Mrs. W. M.
C. F. Page is adding two roonis
Pickets. Mr. Ehlt Mrs. Henry An- to his residence which is now ocdrews. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Pierry, cupied by Luther and Mrs. Page.
and all of Coldwater signed rightE. A. Moore transacted "business
of-way FREE with the promise in Murray Friday.
of first eass surface, and only
Much interet is being manifested
got a "project-. What a paradox! in the brush arbor revival meetPlease Mr. Donaldson, attend to ing near the Lassiter Cemetery.
this request immediately.
I guess there are many children
There is la great number of who are proud that school starts
foxes in this vicinity and they are tomorrow I Monday).
catching the women's chickens by
the hundreds. Ought to be exterminated—I mean the fox!
.
The
1940 census:
Calloway'
We wish to express our sincere (
County in 1920 numbered 0.802 and appreciation to all the relatives.'
in 1940 only 19.034; in 1930, Mur- neighbors and friends who were
ray. 2.891: Hazel in 1920 was'441e5 so helpful and comforting during
and 396 in 2946. There ought to our sudden bereavement caused by
be something done about it.
the tragic death of our brother-inNow __I close my few remarks. law and uncle, Bryan Lax. May
hoping you do the same.
God's blessings rest on you all.
.., —"Eagle"
—Mrs. Fannie Henry and sons.

ter Nancy Marie are doing fine
under the care of Miss Ruth Armstrong.
Mr. and Mrs_ Ed Rogers have anPatients admitted to the a•Wil,1
nounced thv !,..cent arrival of a son.
Mrs: Rogers was Miss Opal Erwin, iam Mason Memorial Hospitalactir
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Will D. lug the past week are as follows:
Erwin.
- Chas. Dwain Boggess, ?Array;
Maey_.45inda is the new daughter Mrs. Edith
Underwood,
Rives,
at Mr. and Mrs. Palmer Arnett's. Tenn.; Martin W. Bailey, Murray;
Mrs. Ai nett is the daughter of Mrs. Pat H. Jones, Murra,,y; BonMrs. Davie Brandon of Crusaland. nie Casey, Paducah; • Willie HenLeon, son of Mrs. Dona Orr, is don, Paris; Bessie Parrish, Paduable to be at home after an ap- cah; Wade Brisendine, Cottage
pendix operation%
Grove, Tenn.; Hilda Bynum. Mu"-Mr. and Mrs. stan Paschall of ray; Mrs. Elvie Duncan. Murray;
Detroit,
accompanied by
their Edw. Ray. Mathis„ Hardin; Mrs.
mcelscr WS. J. Frank Robbins F. H., Holton. Hardin; Mrs. B. B.
and three children, of Whitlock, Hook, Paducah; Mrs. John Sellars.
Tenn., visited last Wednesday with Mufl'aY.
Mr. Paschall's aunt Mrs. Luther
Pala:A-its dismissed during the
Deering an,d Mr. Deering and sag' past week included
Mrs. Edith
Capitola.
Underwood, • Rives, Tenn.; Barbara
Chas.
Many friend's and relatives ex- Ashcraft,
Murray; Mrs.
tend sympathy to Bro. Robbins Douglas, Martin; Tenn.; Cecil'Kee,
and family. also to tho two sit- Camden, Tenn.; Mrs. Carl Ray;
tars (of which Mrs. Paschall is Murray; Baby IL H. Ray, Murone
.
) and two brothers, also of De- ray:, Louise Williams, Hazel:, Hartroit. on account of the' sudden ry
Huston. Indianapolis, Ind.;
death cn August 5 of their 15-year Chas. Beggess, Murray; Martin
Casey,
old son and birot)pr J. F. Robbins, Bailey.
Murray; Bonnie
who drowned at Whitljack, Tenn, Paducah.
whale trying to rescue his'younger
brother Chester who while wading
'BRUSH-ARBOR REVIVAL
had stepped into deep water. But
the greatest consolation is that he
H. F. Robbins will conduct a
at the ievival last year at North brush-arbor revival at the Lassiter
Fork Baptist church, give his heart Graveyard for one week beginto Jesus and united with that ning Sunday night, it was learned
today. Rev. Robbins is a Missionchurch.
ary Baptist minister. well-known
It pitys. to read oar Clasilfiedi. In this section.
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lospital News
I
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Hazel Route 1

Stella Gossip

Good
Fire newa for
thrifty
up to-Chief
gave gasoline
hasmotorists! IV"
you
,
been
fat-Mance.
Yet thebetter-than
costs
arePPeef
-ever
perre,Tular
you-iore
than
Try gasoline.. itrzproveo'Fire-Chiet
the
price of
w
stepped- up
elcome
its
Fire
ance
-Chief.
And
brilliant,
You'L
eager
yotof
budget
like
perforrnthe way
nti/eage-minded
costs
gd'soline
this
helps
deivn.
keep
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Hendon's Texaco Station
, Murray, Ky.

North 4th Street

NOW IS THE TIME TO

YOUR HOME

Card of Thaas

The NEW and
IMPROVED

111

•

MARYLAND, MY MARYLAND
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SARGON

:4m/A
Weatherproof Your Home With Good Lumber and
JOHNS-MANVILLE INSULATING MATERIAL

Is A Good, General Tonic
For All Weak, Ailing, Run-Down People
(Due To A Deficiency of IRON and VITAMIN B-1)
Bees today to
proved SARGON

take the New and ImTonic (with Iron and
Vitamin R-1) as Nature's aid in banishing those symptoms, if they are due
to lack of iron in the blood.- Otherwise
they may lead to serious' illness for,
without help, those seeming little ailments may jeopardise your future health
and woll-being. Don't delay.

lITN R-I,

Guard Your Health

SAROON may be taken freely to
sharpen the appetite and build up weight
of thin, run-down, sickly people . . . to
increase the hemoglobin of the blood . .
to re-invisrorate the body . .
to give
YOU more ambition for the day's work
and the complete enjoyment of life.
SARGON has a pleasing wine-like taste.
Is palatable, many absorbed and efficient
In action.
Guard Year flealtlt. If You Need a

by helping Nature build up the blood, to
ton* up the system, to re-energise the
body, by taking SARGON. Then logs
of appetite and weight, and Irritability,
dm to a ran-down system and iron poor
blond will soon pass away, and
feel so much better.
The New, Improved SARGON with its
IRON fortified with erystaline VITA-

the /MU-neuritic vitamin, and
other well.known ingredients including
Corner Sulphate, I. tist cuirnination of
many yearn intensive research end study.-and now offers to the public a good,
general tonic in one of its moat effective
forms.

Try SARGON At Our Risk

Fall is Only 4 Weeks Away!
It is an axiom in the building trades that a Home is only as good as the
lumber used in its construction. This prcven fact is a sound reason for specifying our lumber for all building and remodeling purposes. By using it you
assure yourself of the best—and your hcme which is your grcatest investment,
certainly calls for nothing but the best.

Under Title 1 of the FHA You Can Borrow Up to $2,500 for
Fixing Up Your Home. Three Years to Pay it Back ----In
Monthly Payments Like Rent. No Mortgage Required
... Start Now Before Winter
INFORMATION WITHOUT OBLIGATION

!emir, Take SARGON.

Dale & Stubblefield Drug Co.

r

sime—a- This
Coupon Is Worth .
31c In Cash.
1.0.1,5 masons nt par.
ilka.aw 'bottle et RAMON
Tante It It clowns tottlersteed
C I tan le set *sheeted
male, the 5511 mutant se lele
is le be relasemett le lee
I

When presented to our drug clerk together with Italie
thelyranahnee of a regular, fell-else $1.35 bottle of
SA CON

Murray, Kentucky

Phone 72

Address
(itx

Calloway County Lumber Co.
Just North of the Water Tower
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

us war-minded
Neither would I mention, but because of facts which
Perm.= who have been frightened business man in office who can
retract a word which I have sate I have seen.
by Mr. Roosevelt's blasts against , make the United States strong lethe dictators will receive mine con- ternally. By using this argument
I sew France and Czechoslovakia
against many unjust provisions of
solation from the Republican nom- the Republicans can accept all the
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tunes, and This
the Versailles treaty, although it is when they were free; I saw SwitzContributions to this column
nee's demand that we return to Democratic demands for
Thmse-Neirekt. October 20, 1928
more
upon topics of interest are ala fairer treaty than the Germans erland when it was free from ter•Fliiiiiihea
nA TM'Callow ay PublIsiv
ways welcome They do not
the dictum of the first Roosevelt armaments and then say "but
cempang. l.
gave Russia in 1917 at Brest-Lito- ror. Professors whom I met in
business
men
won't
and
softly
TOMS Street Murray, Kentucky
speak
necessarily express the views
should
"we
cooperate
that
Prague
two
with
years
are
ago
now
vsk. It is clear now that many erin
of this newspaper
carry a big stick". However, that you like it will with a man of
rors were made in the policy of exile in America. professors under
R. R.. MELOAN
Publisher
portion of the party headed by their own type". If the Republithe Allies in the post-war years whom I studied in Paris will
EDWARD FREEMAN
Editor and Business Manager To the
Mr. Stimson is likely to recognize cans allin succeed with this line of
nor of The Ledger & which led to the rise of Hitler to never be permitted to teach again,
in
Mr. Roosevelt's denunciation of logic, they may catch the IsolaKELLOW
F.DD
Times:
power and it is evident that the a good friend in Switzerland hopes
News Editor
aggressions nothing more than a tionists.who believe that Mr. WinGermans had many causes for he will not wake tip to'morrow a
POGUE DEFENDS STAND
continuation of the Stimson policy kle is not quite as vociferous in his
German subject. It takes no disEntered at the Postoffice. Murray, Kentucky, as second dams mail matter.
complaint.
attacks on the dictators as Mr.
by
which began under Mr. Hoover.
torted truth to make me oppose
Have just read your editorial
My present position does not
Subscription Rates:—In First Congressional District and Henry and and find it deals quite fairly with
Hitler; I need only hear the facts
The Republican candidate seems Roosevelt and also the red hot inF. C. POGUE
deny that war is dirty and filthy
Stewart Counties. Tenn_ $1.09 a year; Kentucky, $150; ELsewhere $2.00. my article
believe that
Without attempting to I have no brief for the German Having heard the facts, I see no
to have scotched one possible terventionists who
Murray State
immediate hope for peace. In
turn this into a long drawn out and Italian views
source for a whispering campaign Mr. Winkle can marshal the forces
that war is such
College
victory.
for
of
business
a world, it appears that force
controversy. I should like to enter splendid for a nation,
by taking up frankly the fact that
that the true is
All in all it was a pretty effectmore important than impartial
a demurrer to certain points you purpose of
were born in
his grandparents
a nation is war. No
action. Having seen the peaceful
have made and to clarify certain one
Germany
and by pointing out that ive speech. However. the chances
FOREIGN
WILLKIE'S
MR.
hates more than I the thought
points in my own position.
they came here because of perse- of the success of the speech and
SIMI
of millions being killed in the means fail, I am willing to try
POLICY
cution in their homeland. It gives the speaker ar always at the mercy
You suggest that by my article trenches and the destruction of the other for awhile.
of the happenings
Moat
sincerely,
I have jumped on the bandwagon billions of dollars in property.
No less important, in these to his promise of tolerance to all and election. What between now
Mr. Roosevelt
F. C. POGUE
peoples an element of sincerity
of the interventionists. This imtroubled
the
than
times,
news
Despite my agreement with you
which should aid him in his cam- is actually doing in the field of
plies of course that I favor con- on these points,
from
pronounceEngland,
are
the
I
must
disagree 06
foreign affairs in October and
01C.M711111.ku.Itt,
scription and all aid short of'war two arguments
ments of the candidates for the paign thiwyekr.which you lam
early November may speak more
to Britain
including, of course, emphasized. History
pi esidency on the foreign policy
One element of surprise In the
POGUE'S DISILLUSIONMENT
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market
will upheld
persuasively than what Mr. Will.
the sale of the fifty destroyers you in the view
which they intend to pursue dur- speech is that in an address, nearfurnished upon application.
that in mealy
kie may say now.
which might involve the danger cases
the
To
half
ing
whcih
years
know
devoted
ly
of
is,
Prof.
lie
which
to
ahead.
Forest
C.
Pogue
i but not all) capitalism sad
We reserve the right to reject any advertising, letters to the Editor. of war).
May I say that on the war have been
ea Public Voice items, which in our opinion is not for the best interest
closely bound to- is to love him and to admire his For that reason it is desirable to foreign affairs, nothing is said of
conscription question. I am not gether.
of our readers.
The desire for profits, for keen intellect, astute scholarship, analyze Mr. INillkie's acceptance two very important points: Latin
clear as to the proper solution of markets,
If
for raw materials has and lofty concept of moral values. of the Republican nomination for America and the Far East.
that problem. I hesitate to advo- driven
many nations to unjust It is diffieult to understand how the presidency and to determine war comes to the United States
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Valentine
cate it. lest I be branded as one wars.
the
he
the
within
stand
few
his
has
next
knowledge
months
it
taken
of
is visited Alvin McCree and
European
lin
foreign
political
However, you fall into a
family
of those who is too old to be common
affairs.
more
and
(barring
esionornic
the
likely
possibilconditions
could
pererror when you adopt
Sunday.
There is such a thing as beauty—a thing which Keats called Truth: caught by the draft. I know that the economic interpretation of mit the illusion that the professed
Mr. Willkie has certain advant- ity of the sinking of an American
The revival meeting at New
conscription is usually associated history
but war is not one of the qualities of either truth or beauty. Peace is
to 'the exclusion of all desire of the Allies for "peace" ages and certain disadvantages be- ship) that it will come as a result Bethel closed Friday night.
in our minds with military dictasince Versailles was the real cause his opponent is still in of- of activities in one of these spheres
others.
Hobson's
theory
Mrs. Pete Valentine and children
of
imthe word which signifies them both. Peace has a heroism and a grandeur torships; on the other hand it has
fice.
perialism will no longer stand up article.
No explanation by Mr. than that it will come from our Betty Jo and Jimmie Lee spent the
been' perfectly compatible with
all its own, immensely nobler than the stupid heroism of war.
participation
European
in
the
war.
Perhaps President Wilson 'A'aS Roosevelt can change the policy
under an analysis of the facts unweek-end with Mrs. Fannie Hart,
democracy in Holland _and Switzderlying modern war. One need sincere in his desire to build a which he has followed for the past Nothing is said of the need for
Charlie Paschall, James Hart,
• We have no physical fear of war or its consequences. but we do erland. Since this is an issue in- not rely on the points given in better world. The statesmen of few years. If there have been er- close cooperation with the Latip and Alvin McCree were
in Paris
have a spiritual fear—a fear for the racial !out: Civilization—the goal volving millions of homee. I am Langer's Diplomacy of
American republics; we are not Satutday.
rors,
Britain
and
no
promise
France
to
suffered
change
will
no
be
Imperialism
content to see the question -thor- .the
tor which society has long sought.
most recent study on the sub- such illusions. Pogue must know availing. On the other hand those told what should be our attitude
_
Miss
Dell
Wyninger
visited her
oughly debated in order that all
jecti to appreciate this fact. Even they were after spoil in 1914. They who like Mr. Roosevelt's policy towards the Netherlands and East father, Will Wyninger, the past
Without effrontery. without malice, without irony, we would recom- groups can be heard.
if one concedes that democratic obtained this spoil in 1919. Nat- will see in Mr. Willkie's statements Indies. Alaska and the Philippines. week.
At far as aid of Britain is con- England, France and the United urally, since any disruption of nothing but the statements of a It is possible that these will be
mend to those men who would prefer to die for ideals rather than live
Mrs. Alvin McCree and children
explained in later speeches. It is spent
Wednesday with Mrs. Charin peace with realities to go to Canada withpbt delay and volunteer for cerned, it seems that nearly every- States are fighting for capitalistic peace would endanger the status person untried in foreign affairs,
one favors sales to her by private reasons to defend their ill-gotten quo, peace was an ideal to be who may or may not be able to possible, however, that Mr. Will- lie Paschall.
service with the Canadian army
Their service would be welcomed: companies. If it will save Eng- spoils, it
is not clear that Ger- stressed. That this profession of carry on the policy he announces. kw has avoided the Latin American
Miss Mozell and Buddy Hart
and theirs Would be the opportunity to sacrifice their lives for what land. I believe it all right to ar- many. Italy and Russia .are fight- a "love for peace" was secondary
In
his address, Mr. Willkie problem., because he does not care returned to their home near Padurange a deal on the destroyers.
ing for capitalism. Italy and Ger- rather than primary, a means to seems to have abandoned the ef- to speak out on Mr. Hull's recip- cah Sunday after spending the
they profess to believe.
do not attach much Importance to many in the beginning may have an end rather than an end within forts made by Mr. Stassen at the rocal trade policy which he once week
with their
grandmother.
We know, of course.'that what we say in these columns will have no the view that we shouldn't anger been capitalistic, but before their itself, is conclusively evidenced Republican Convention to proclaim favored, but which, just before the Mrs. Fannie Hart
and attending
bearing on whether ernot the United States stays out of the war or gets Germany on these matters. Noth- wars began they had thrown off by the Allies' failure to disarm the Republican party as the peace Philadelphia convention, he said church servicee at New Bethel..
ing we can do can convince Hit- capitalistic control. The dropping following the Versailles Treaty. party by striking at selective mil- was no longer a live - issue.
Daniel Capps has purchased the
into it. But yet it makes us heartsick when we consider that there
ler tfflat we like him and nothing of Thyssen from control in Ger- Germany was rendered impotent itary training-- By accepting some
The chief point of Mr. Willkie's Andy Walker Farm.
could now be peece in Europe had it not been for individuals and save expediency will prevent him many
type
of
training
as necessay Mr. speech hinges, however, on the
is symbolic of this change. as a world power by that Treaty.
Rev, Lawrence McClain and Rev.
from venting his spite on us. _The No, the causes for this war may -Peace was to be preserved only Willkie seems to have eliminated chief Republican issue this year: Cole visited James
je aii ations.‘yho loved money more than peace.
Hart and famproper question is whether or not be sought in many factors, but it so long as its preservation could that as an issue in the campaign the way to prepare is to put a ily Tuesday.
It was in 1928 that Marshal Foch informed the world that Germany we can afford to run 'the risk of is doubtful if the
elimination of protect world political' Sodeco'had completely disarmed. France and England could have followed losing the destroyers by letting capitalism would stop it. The de- nemic domination by Britain. .It
suit then with the other countries. but even Brian& who received the BrItarri -haVe them-. On that ques- sire for revenge, for race purity, was never considered by Allied
tion there is need of expert for national prestige, would all .•-tatesmen as a fundamental con—.
.•- -—Nobel Peace Prize, later, agreed with Poincare that other nations opinion and I am
willing to see serve as well.
cept It was merely a tool for the
besides Germany could disarrit"only to the limit of their security." / the question debated, although it
•.•
My other point of disagreement pi eservatmin of the favorable conis possible that the need of the
is with your charge that America'Owen of the Versailles Treaty. And
France turned down the opportunity in that year to save the ships by England may
—
no longer
may it be said here that should
Democracy and Republicanism of the Weimar Republic—an oppor- exist by the time the debate ends. is probably being led into war by ' have the War of 1914-19 resulted
--‘
a trend "largely insetuted by the
If you mean by the term -intertunity which if she had taken it would have crushed the National
see--...,.
....
lie factories of the countries whiehe in German victory the "peace"
\
ventionist"
that
I
believe
that
our
treaty
have,
woul
without
doubt,
Serialist movement of Adolf Hitler, who with 10 000 followers .,were
want our help". Much as I disinterests ate tied -up with and af;\'
like propaganda and much as I been altogether as drastic and as
hiding out all over the state. end thus would have assured the continu- fected by those of Europe.
then I believe that propaganda
was an ' favorable to German interests as
..
ance. of Democracy in Germany.
have been an interventionist since
,
important factor in our entrance I was the Versailles Treaty to
,1
I was old enough to hear world
Britain. In that event. Germany
Chancellor Bruemng of Germany cne to Paris grain with kith politics discussed. I was affected into the last war. I cannot agree
•
anulif
have' naturally advocated
that
,our
present
anti-Germ
an
sen1
.
irrefutable proof that Germany was doomed_ unless France cane to her strongly
')l\
the debate on the umeats are the
the preservation of world peace
result
of
propa.
,
t•
.a.d. He spoke of the tniaery of his country, the sense of frustration 'of League of Nationas and I have ganda which has been developed in the interest of maintaining the
always believed that Woodrbw Wil- since
esthe German yotIth. the hopelessness of the situation, and asied Premier
the war began. In the last statist quo. Britain would have
son was right in that fight. His
been the aggressor.
Pierre Laval if France would not lift some Of the• burden of Versailles. position was based solidly on the war, it is charged that Germany's
Illusions that conditions followpropaganda was inferior to that of
,
.
Bruening named—sinister forces" waiting to take over the reins in view that- peace must be preVersailles were favorable for
ing.
England. that P did not hear her
, served
by
a
world
police
force
or
establishment
everlasting
the
of
_Germany
should
if
'he
faileeThose "sinister forces- were the beginnings
side. Certainly in this war, her
•
1
that individual nations would use
propaganda is effective. I receive yeace are of necessity predicated
tf Nazian.
,I
their own forces to make the sort
their pamphlets each week and I on the assumption that thews conBruening went away without touching the heart of Laval. and of "peace" they wanted. He held find that they are far more effect- ditions were ideal, just. and equitthat no such world force was
‘
111°
Does Pogue
ive than the British in this re- able to all peoples
Democracy in Germany was over.
possible without the becking of the
Of
gard: The British edge is to be believe such was the Case
Since the war, with arrnanients reduced. the German and French United States. In 1919, Senator found ,in two
elements which ex- course. those conditions were permetal .industry was losing money. In May. 1925, Arnold Richberg of Lodge of Massachusetts. speaking isted before the war began. One haps as good as any world order
for the non-interventionists. said
is to be found in our literary back- following any other peace treaty in
the Hugenberg and Thyssen trusts, came to Paris to propose the equip- "What happens on
the Vistula does
European history. But has any
ping of a Germany'.Army. of 800.000 men to march on Russia to subdue not concern us" and yet it was on ground_ One writer recently said, peace treaty between victor and
most wisely on this point. that
the Bolsheviks. France approved the plan. and Paul Reynaud went to that very river that the first blows Magna Carta,
Shakespeare and vanquished ushered into existence
peace'
Pogue's
,Berlin to arrange the details. Lloyd George of London however, hear- of this war were struck. The ex- Lafayette spoke more eloquently eternal world
istence of this correspondence befor England and France than any knowledge of past European peace
ing of the contemplated move, broke up the plan because he feared tween us is evidence
of the effect propaganda could.
The other is treaties precludes an affirmative
French influence might become too great in Europe: However, it must that the Vistula has on us.
to be found in the fact that in the answer to that question.
After we failed to enter the
be not`ed that the French metal industry agreed to rearm Germany as
Could the victorious Allies have
days before war came, we decided
League, .1
believed
that
the that we didn't like
world order
by
early as
Hitler and constructed a
United States should, under the
eternal world peace might
which
Hitler wrote in his "Mein Kampf' that his first, act would be to Stimson doctrine of non-recognition Mussolini. In the days of appease- have been realized' Perhaps. But
ment, when England and France
"rearm the Reich. The armament factories all over Europe were standing of territory taken by force. co- were speaking
'kind words-to the only in the event they were willidle, their dividends were sinking, They needed business. It was a parody operate with the League against Fascists:
in
the
Hoare-Laval ing to Make real sacrifices in, naJapanese
aggression
in
China agreement. in the
- feeon tne very meaning of peace that the Skoda munitions works in Later I believed
nonentervennon tional p t. .
that we should agreements relative
would t
to
Spain,
in
fessed
f
Czechoslovakia and the armament .factories of .France contributed to cooperate with the 'League in enthe Munich settlements. the United ,rhent,a,
Adolf Hitler's socialist movement because- the movement promised a forcing sancteins against Italy in States stood against
concept... The Germ.,
Germany and
future market. for their weapons. And too. once Germany started to the Ethiopian., War. I wanted the Italy. Oh, yes. there was props- people would have had no exc
United States .to use its scenomic
ganda, propaganda by some of the for Hitler. In fact, there co.
„rearm, the other nations would follow suit and theirs would be a thriving resources to aid
the Republican most
pacifistic journals' 'in this have'been no Hitler. "Pear•
*business again. .
government in Swim and, I was
country.
Magazines' like .Nation fOunded on. the concept of
i
• Few would believe that men like Austen Chamberlain, Stanley opposed to the appeasement policy and New Repebile which opposed will to all men-, with the pee
,
-r I
of Mr. Chamberlain at Munich. I
sonal sacrifices that such a conBaldwin. Briand. Stresemann.' MacDonald,. Simon. and Paul Boncour. imagine .that in mine- of these large armaments told us of the
cept
entails.
well
may
last
forever
dangers
of
Fascism.
These journ.1-411,1k
who always spoke of peace, were in reality playing with ;he life and cases, many of the present non-in-zz.
001
aise pa...Mem rti exposing propa- A "peace" based on greed, selfishdeath of Europe and civilization. France reaped the whirlwind of her tervent.mists held similar views. ganda and lies in the last
ness and hate has ever -been. 'and
-war,
Many
however,
of
us.
blamed
the
-ever
will
transitory.
be.
own sowing,
printed the aeries of actuarhaps
British and the French Vac refusCould the U. S. by -threwing
penings in Europe. More importNever let it be said of us that we admire the program"-orldolf ing to take the forceful action
ant than anything which British its weight on one side" of the
against
aggressors
which
we are propagandists
Hitler. We dislike everything that dictatorship stands for: the most Mscan write now in controversy bring victory, insure
.still unwilling to take.
astroue thing f which is compulsion_ That is the full progra,m of authoriinfluencing the 'Minds of Ameri- the establishment of a .- p.The charge 'which any former
cans is the remembranee of the settlement -based on such ,
tarian regimes: to distribute the burden
ually. We dia not like war. student of .rnine can bring against
and generosity as
cause 'hat
We know it ,can be avoided—not throudh appeasement—but through me is not, then. that I have become bloody , purges of Hitler's first !ear peace to endure? Pogue would
'61711rN
in power. the wholesale persecuan
interventionist.
for I have been tion of
minding our own business and being afraid of nothing: Appeasement
the Jews, attacks on small be the first to admit that such a
that (or many _years. The charge
is a direct iesuleef feil. Minding one's business is not fear.
peoples. the series of Saturday possibility r fantastic and unreasmight better be that in my fecent
S
Then since the- tented
surprises with which he menaced onable.
We believe the American way-is-the best way—and that the article I adopted to some extent at
Europe for six years. The violence States cannot be 'the instrunn •
for
establishment
the
Willkieien plare to outdistance Hitler in whatever race he may choose least the view of Hobbes that the
of endunro
his own speeches, as contrasted
state of nature is a "helium oriwithoet deliberately prpsoking war is the most sensible.
With the calmer voices of the 'peace in Europe, may she maintain
mum contra omnes"• la war of all
Allied leaders, has been more ef- peace in America? Perhaps only
_We believe in - deferese—to serve American purposes only. It should against ails. IVA that after much
fective anti-German propaganda if her people are willing to mare
disillusionment
concerning
the
' not be used as a screen for unrreutral aid to_ thes--Rtitish
Profits•
the "lies- of the Allies. the necessary sacrifices
Empire. Ni. peace organizatioui..of the world. I than
one, neither Britain nor the Reis. can assail us if we. are guided
There
have
been few atrocity may have to be curtailed. It re
purely see no ether course for the momeven
necessary
be
that
e.
a
rise
stories in this war. compared to
'by' American interests. We must take into protective custody,. with
standard of living be momenthe ent but greater armament_ I be-. the last one. Whet is the force
of the
coope.ratumene_pineoniter republics. every strategic poairerrethe Western iieste_that in this case your
a story of 'horror contrasted with tarily arrested. Etta the Arr.Prican
edituelleW that you accept
eeiginisphere. We shall then be. unassailaEle. even if both the axis
••
the aciVal photographs of German people should
powers this view.
the costs of peace &gale
- and the Allies'should combine against us at the eiliclpf the
Your editorial implies that the bombings released by the Germans of war. And 'if tele ,(Ji.
present.war
are
or ai any time in the future. 'Europe for Europeans-, "Asia -for Asiatics"; story of -the _war which I taught to frighten other victims. What
tipped in favor of %Oar -let as chercompare
can
in
overeowe
r
ing
several
years
ago is contrary- to
"America for Americans". If we adhere to this slogan, the lafrip of liberty
taaving
emotionalism
with
the
simple ish no illusions about
will continue to burn brightly in the Western Hemisphere_ no matter my present .stahriS I find no statement on the radio "Hitler has Democracy and eivilizatibn': May
reason in my present stand for
we fully realize that war can do
what happens in Europe-or Asia.
denrifig that the last war,,and for invaded Denmark", "Holland 114 neither and admit in a coal-1,16°dLaden-, "King Leclfiold surrenders"
that matter this one, came from
ed
manner that we are fighting for
.,elfishness and greed. a selfishness -France succumbs". Far 'stroriges material censiderations. 'An banthan any lie is the immensity of
11. in 'which
England and
France
est confession" is said 'en be good
steered - to a large extent. Docu- the true statameets which have. for the soul:.
come over the wires for the last
ments
published
by, England.
—MILTON HENRY
France, Germany and Russia show seven years.
And now I come back to the
all too v.•ell that the blame for
In Oldham
county. 10 small
the last war did not rest .un any beginning of the discussion. 1 have plots of old alfalfa are being
9ne
nation alone.. It shows that climbed on the bandwagon of the utilized 1,,
leellts of potAnd why nor:
Everything
economic and imperialistic iiger- interventionists because I have ash a, f
is prepared. for your taste,
ests were -involved to a great ex- always sympathized with their
tent. It is glean thaleTeigland and views. I have joined the big army
and after you've finishedFrance had plans in the last war group: although I have not always
one of our deliciens dinners,
,airethey probably had in this s eior sympathized with N, because -I
or. sizzling steaks, you•li
attacking Germany tter6ugh Bel- know no other course in the presgium if it 'Were necessary I don't ent crisis..., I was strong' for colagree that, RUM'S is the'
•
believe, it is evrrect- to say that lective security as long as theta
1• -- phme--to- e-...arie for goofoLid: Attun the show, or
King 'Albert was: in on such a was any hope for it. I believed
' aftv
late drive, drop in for a bite to eat. NVe are
plane aria it is known that Eng- that the demand for large dram- Int hiding two full beds. Profane
- -- open all' ni0.! ',, : , , •'''tland would probably have attacked merits would kill eoirective securi• gas 'throe. Duotherm oil burner for
',,,hi•«
i
•
"Germany even without- an in- ty and it did, iWth it gone we heal, bee bat, 20-galloot water tank
are in the Mishit o fa differesia sit- three clothes '
vasion of Belgium.
,lapis. Hawrison
I would not deny the .1.1•ce of uation, one in whith non-capital- Caravan make. Rargaial
propaganda in bringing--us into..eelie_Russia..eVen, finds it neces,“
the' last war: Georers Creel. Sir ary tr. resort to force. I have put
Arthur Ponsonhy and others have on .54w strait-jacket not etesciiiise
AIR-CONDITIONED RESTAURANT
3, Murray R.
,..thiloh Rs
reveals-se all too cleans how mel- of eh.. diplomacy or Ills' KOPP — '5ee rtpote wor. vr,nof-si•toroft .toornok,
Torrirotirrro IT+I
VP., I
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Is Your Child

N . TH s.ip CTURE?

a

Look at the faces in this group of children on their way to
school. Do you recognize one of them as your own boy
or girl?-: No? Perhaps your children have grown beyond
the age when they are in need of Protection. But remember—there are other parents depending on you for the
. protection of their young ones. Can YOU afford to risk
,THEIR lives by driving carelessly? Don't drive a car
with faulty brakes; see that your horn works; check your
lights; have your wheels aligned and tires balanced—
human lives are at stake.

EVERYBODY
LIKES IT HERE

DRIVE SAFELY

HOUSE TRAILER
FOR SALE

a

•

:

9.

RUDY'S

John D. Grogan

Chamber of Commerce
Porter Motor Company
Murray Motor Company
Hendon's Texaco Station
Western Auto Store

•

Jackswi Purchase Oil Co.
Stokes-Smith Motor Co.
Ray Cable
Murray Auto Parts
Miller-Spann Motor Co.

•
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He is at present principal of the
Water Valley High School.
Out of town guests for the wedMr. and Mrs. Edison Hopkins ding were Dr. and Mrs.
Edward
were pleasantly honored with a Everett Dale, and Dr.
Horace C.
kitchen shower at the home of Peterson, of the University
Princeton is this week cloning
Development of a training pro'
of Caine Sunday
Ground limestone furnished by
Mrs. Carl Hopkins on Saturday Okalhoma, Norman,
is River Team's festive attire in preparation for
Oklahoma,
gram for WPA employees in na- the Agricultural Conservation ProFirst Contest Out of Amateur
afternoon, August the third. Many Miss Coca Dale, Richmond,
VirDark
Anpual
the
4th
Tobacco
Fesmay be used after August
gram
tional
defense industries is rapidly
nice and useful gifts were received. ginia: Mr. eGgifon
League Play
Litton, Washtival which opens Thursday, Aug31. but must be used before appliRefreshments
sandwiches, ington. D. C.
of
form
taking
in
Kentucky
where
cation for payment can be subPine Bluff, with six home games ust 29, and continues with wive
lemonade, ice cream and cake
remaining on its' schedule, will en- days and nights of gay entertain- workers are being assigned to mitted. All limestone from the
were served to the following:
New Concord Homemakers
schoels
designed
them
to
ment
fit
for
and
attractions.
streets
The
Copy for this page ahould be submitted not later than Tuesday
local county quarries must be used
tertain the first of these teams
Mr. and Mrs. Codie Darnell, Mr.
Club Meets
Sunday when the Elks of Paducah are bedecked with bright multi- skilled work in private employ- before August 3E to be counted
and Mrs. Dee Lamb, Mrs. Jesse
afternoon each week.
inent. George H. Goodman, Work on the 1940 program.
colored
flags
and
banners
and
go
to
the
Hughes, Mrs. Madison Whitlow,
river
village.
The New Concord Heinemakers
That is, provided the Elks do not the earn i etil spirit is prevailing as Projects Administrator,' said today.
Mrs. Clay Smith, Mrs. J. Mason, Club met Friday, August 16, at
The educational program has
win
championship
Thompson,
the
Bill
Mrs.
wink
of this dis- last minute touches are made in
Mrs.
school
the
building
Hurt Family Meets For
////
with
F/.'F/
Miss Erin
/
Sulter-Bedwell Wedding
trict
in
Mrs.
the
Bean,
Lottie
tournament
here Sat- preparing for the thousands of been undertaken with the cooperaMrs.
Wyatt,
Noel
Montgomery,
Family Reunion
president,
in
charge.
Is Announced
visitors
who
will
swarm
in
for
the
tion
of the Vocational Division of
Robertson, Mrs. Bill Adams. Mrs. The following chairmen were ap- urday and thus qualify to play in
festivities.
the Kentucky Educational DepartAll the children of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Suiter of Preston Adams, Mrs. Eugene Pas- pointed; foods, Miss Oscar Rose the regional meet here Sunday.
A
mammoth parade officially ment.
Ep D. Hurt met at their home in Murray Route 2, announce the chall, Mrs. Lon Adams, Mr. and and Mrs. Dewey Coleman; cloth- That is unlikely, however, since it
A project has been opened at
Hazel last Sunday for a family re- marriage of their daughter,- Jose- Mrs. Bun Hughes, Mr. and Mrs. ing, Mrs. Charles
Stubblefield; would have to beat both Hardin opens the Festival on the afterunion. The guests brought basket phine, to Heyward Bedwell, son Marvin Smith, Mrs. Jim Hughes. citizenship, Mrs. Ftamond Hamlin; and the Paducah Eagles to win noon of the 29. This is followed the Mayo State Vocational School
by a mass band concert and in the at Paintsville, where ten machinlunches and the entire day was of Mr. and Mrs. Delmus Bedwell Mrs. Ader., Turner, Mrs. Jennings publicity, Mrs. Robert
Young; that title.
greatly enjoyed.
Manager Otis Eldridge said his evening a Fashion
Show
and ists, six weldele and sixteen carpTurner, Mr. and Mrs. Truman Tur- speaker bureau, Mrs. Ivan Henof Hardin.
Beauty
Pageant to select the enters are turidergoing instruction.
battery
Sunday would consist of
There werefour generathenspresThe nuptials were said in South. ner, Mrs. Hill Adams. Mrs. Her- derson.
of the
Black
Patch." At Lexington, two telegraph opeSince "Queen
There were 15 members and five Kingins and Willoughby.
ent. To this union sev, it children Fulton. Tenn., Saturday, May 18, man Darnell, Mrs. Earl Adams,
My name was placed in
wore born including two sets of in the presence of Miss Rhoda Mrs. Sam Hatmaker, Mrs. F. H. visitors present. The new mem- his team, he said, is no longer af- Queens from 30 West Kentucky rators, three electricians, seven
will participate for this automotive mechanics, two electric nomination by some of my
Spiceland.
bers are Mrs. Guy Henderson, Hil- filiated with the Kentucky Ama- towns
twins who have lived to be 36 and Herndon and Taz Galloway.
welders and one automotive me- friends for Director of the
Jewell Whitlow. Jessie Mae Pas- da Ann Lawson, Norma Dale Mc- teur League, he will not abide by coveted title.
41 years of age. Namely. Galen
Mrs. Bedwell, a former student
undergoing 'Western Dark Fired Tobacco
The second day, Friday. August chanic's'. helper are
Hurt of Paducah, Mrs. Gladys Har- of Heath High School, McCracken chall. Dorothy Jean Paschall. Gail Cuiston, Mrs. Ella Hamlin, Mrs. that league's regulations concern30, a Beef Cattle Show will start training. At Ahrens Trade School Association for west side
grove of Detroit, Mich., Loyd Hurt County. is a graduate Of Almo Smith, W. C. Smith, Nancy Lee, Wallace Baucum, Mrs. J. R. Cris- ing the use of players.
woodworkerse
The Pine Bluff nine will meet 'the day's activties with a big free in Louisville, ten
Turner, Loretta . Turner,''mare Mrs. Ina Fay Ratterree, Mrs.
of Hazel and Mrs. Lora Jones of High School where she was -active Nelda
ten 'Machinists, seven sheet metal Calloway, the railroad being
Billy Gray Turner, Gene Edwin Osco
Kirksey.
Patterson. Visitors
were Whitbow. Tenn., at the Bluff a show by a popular radio troupe in
in athletics and dramatics.
week from Sunday.
the afternoon.
That night the workers, eight automotive mechan- the dividing line. The WeeMr. Bedwell was graduated from Turner, Jean Evelyn Darnell, Hal Mrs. Hosie Hodge, Mrs. Noel WarMr. Hurt is 81 years it age and
Clayton
Adams,
Bobbie
Dale ren, Mrs. Locke Montgomery, Miss
Gus Sun Glorified Revue will be ics, ten electricians and four radio don to be held at the court
— has served as mail meesenger at Almo High Sehool with high
Spiceland, Hera Jane Spicelarid, Beatrice Locke, Miss Mary Opal
presented in Butler Stadium. This mechanics are enrolled.
Hazel for the last 10 years until honors.
Mr. Goodman said the number of house, Saturday, August 24.
is followed by the Queen's CoronaMr. and Mrs. Bedwell will reside Pauline Thompson. Ruth Jones, Chrisrnan, Miss Reudean Ratterree.
this year when he retired because
WPA
workers assigned to these
Barbara
Jones,
In accepting the nominaFay
Linda
Roberttion
Ball.
Miss Rachel
Rowland, home
of ill health. Mrs. Hurt, his de- with the groom's parents near
"refresher" courses would be inMay 7th just as the beautiful
son, Gene Terry Robertson, Frieda demonstration agent, gave a talk
tion,
and if elected, it is my
Saturday's
program
includes
a
voted wife is 68 year, of age Hardin.
creased
was
,from
dawning, the Death Angel
time to time, and
Adams, Billy Ray Adams, Shirley on canning of fruit and vegetables. day
• • • es •
and is very active for her age.
visited the home of Mr. and Mrs. Tobacco Spitting Contest, Halter that In all probability additional sincere intentionand purAnn Adams, James Rob Hughes,
The
next
meeting
be
will
on
Show,
Horse
Show,
Family
Horse
and Mule schools would be emplored in the pose to at all times advocate
The boast of having a very healthy
Reunion Is Held At
Jeanette Hughes, Eugene Hughes, September 20 at the home of Mrs. Doil Thomas and wafted the spirit Pulling Contest, Fcilk
Home Of Caraways
Music Con- work.
family as there hasn't been a
of
darling little girl .back to
Will Fulton, Newell Hopkins, and Charles Stubblefield. The major thetheir
and be for those things that
test and the Jewel Cowboys' famGod who gave it.
death in this family of four gesserae
Every effort. Mr. Goodman said,
Relatives and friends met at Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins.
lesson
will be clothing
Itre
right and the greatest
style
otts Musical Rodeo. A Street Dance had been made
tions, up to the .present time.
Bonnie
Lou
Thomas
was
born
by WPA to mainthe home of Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Those sending gifts were Mr. and trends.
0:3tober - 1. 1930, died May 7, 1940. on Court Square will close the tain skills during the past five benefit to all member growThose who were present for Caraway Sunday, August 18,
for a Mrs. Herbert Williams. Mr. and
day's
events.
tier age being 9 years. 7 ,.months
years.
Many WPA workers, he ers. I have and always will
this delightful occasion were Mr. family reunion in honor of
Mrs. Mrs. Ed Adams, Mrs. Fannie Par- Rosiness And Professional
and 6 days. She leaves to mourn
and Mrs. Coleman Hurt, Hazel, Mr. Caraway's brother Clough
Sunday is given over mostly to said, were skilled in various lines, be for,Murray and Calloway,
Women's Club To Meet Today
Miller rish and Mr. and Mrs. Calsar Haneher going -a" father, mother, and
and Mrs. J. T. Cochran of Kirk- and family of California and
one brother:'two grandmothers, church activities with the annual and that the schools were a step first, last and all the time.
sis- line.
sey, Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Hargrove ter Mrs. Vernon Roberts and
The Business and ProfessiXI end 1 grandfather besides a host "Black Patch" Golf Tournament further toward furnishing compeson
getting under way in the afternoon tent workers to private employ- as I am stife my friends well
and daughter Mrs. 0. B. Irvan and Wats'on of Detroit, Mich.
Women's Club will hold its reg- of other relatives and friends.
ers and a further contribution on know.
granddaughter Barbara Kaye IrvShe suffered greatly, yet she bore at the Country Club.
ular meeting, picnic style, at Peggy
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Miss Nova McNeill Weds
•
A varied program is offered Fes- the part of WPA to preparedness.
an of Detroit, Mich., Mr. and Mrs. Clough Miller. Mrs. Viola
with
so
Ann Springs, Thursday. August her 'suffering
much
Paul Montgomery
Miller,
I sincerely appreciate your
Galen Hurt and daughter Jane of Mrs. Pearl Miller, Mrs. Vernon
29, at 6:30. Hostesses will be Mrs. patience. and was conscious unlit tival visitors Monday, September
W. B. Hunsucker of Letcher confidence and good will.
Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Roberts and son Watson, Mr.
In the presence of close friends Effie Watson, Mrs. Ethel Key, Mrs. death. Her little brother told her 2, with the Kiddie and Pet Parade
and
just before she died: "Goodbye, in the morning and a baseball county cut 15 tons of red clover
Jones and son Billie Joe of Kirk- Mrs. Manliff Miller and
relatives,
and
Beatrice
Nova
Miss
Thompson
Nell
Miller,
Glen
Mrs.
children
Bonnie, I'll meet you in Heaven." game and Boxing Tournament in hay from 7 acres, and J. S. Hol-ere: Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hurt and Clara Jane and Bobbie, Mr.
All
and McNeill „became the bride of Paul Coy, Mrs. Demus Futrell.
Oh! how sweet, it is to know that the afternoon. In the evening the brook, also of Letcher county, cut
children Billie Gray. Ep Larry and Mrs. Rudy Smith, Edwin Miller, Montgomery. son of Mr. J. W. members are urged to be present.
Bennie has gone to be. with Renfro Valley Radio Show
little
Montgomery, New Concord. KenPatsy Ann all of Hazel, Mrs. John Gene Miller, Rob and Billy
will be 26 tons from 12 acres.
Erwin,
Jesus, never more will she have to presented with
a Barn Dance afterLadd of Almo. Loyd Hurt and Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Hub Dunn, Mr. and tucky. Saturday afternoon. Augsuffer the agony of death and we wards
which brings the Festival
e
and Mrs. Ep p. Hurt.
Bruton Parish
Mrs. Adalphu,s Webb and daugh- ust 10. 1940. in
would say to her bereaved parents
ter Ann. Mr. and Mrs. Odell Orr Church, Williamsburg, Virginia.
weep not -lee - she- FS- safe- -en the- to a close.
The ceremony was performed,
Mee-Allow Held Family Reuinon and children
arms of Jesus and all you can do
Freida, Max and
IN MEMORY
Sunday, August Eighteenth
now is to prepare to meet her in
Gelia. Mr. and Mrs. Leo Caraway before the beautiful altar, which
attractively
was.
the
decorated
Great Beyond where trouble
with
and children Joe, Notice. Ralph,'
The
angel
of death has once
The children. grandchildren, and and
and sorrow never come.
Pottertown Homemakers Meet
Faye, Mr. and Mrs. Goeble white hydrangeas and cathedral
great grandchildren of Mr. W. T.
Sleep on.
Bonnie and take more unfolded its snowy white
The
Reverend B. D.
Scarbrough and children Hilda, candles.
Homemakers your rest, sweet
Pottertown
The
wings and borne a message to
Watches by Bulova, Elgin, Hamilton
McCallon gathered at the home of
loved
darling.
we
you,
Cleo, and Dorris, Mr. and Mrs. Chambers, Westover, Virginia. was Club met Wednesday at the home
but God loved you best. We will one of the happiest homes that
Mr. and Mrs. Hullie McCillon for David
Pen & Pencil Sets - Diamond Sets
Harmon and On James Lee, the officiating minister. The bride's of the president, Mrs. J. A. Out- wait with patience till the Lord God in 'his kind providence has
a family reunion Sunday. August
Mr. and Mrs. Burie Waldrop and only attendants were her sisters land.
says eoitre—when we can meet ever permitted to be planted, when
Silverware
le.
the
13yrdie
Misses
and
Ruby
Mcon
Thursday evening at about 1
daughters Leda and Glenda, Mr.
The following
preject leaders you in that home sweet home.
At noon the dinner was spread and Mrs. Pat Caraway and daugh- Neill. The former wore a bark
- The services were conducted by o'clock. on August 8, Mrs. Versie
West
George
Side
appointed:
Mrs.
were
Food,
Court Square
in the house because of the rain. ter._ Janice Dale, Mr. and Mrs. tan dress with brown accessories,
Re*. Herbert Lax. The singing Wofford of St. Louis. Mo., heard
the words "Well done" and fell
Thanks were offered by Noble Luther Jones and children Derris while the latter chose a light green Williams and Mrs. Maynard Rags- was led by Charlie Marr.
dale; Clothes. Mrs. Toy McCuisCox.
Pallbearers were Eurie Smith. asleep where night will never
and Sue. Neil and Frank Caraway. print picture hat and other white
ton, Mrs. Dallas Wicker, and Mrs. Aubry Smith. John H. Perkins and come again.
THE JEWELER
The day was spent in conversa- Obie Hart, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Cara- accessories. Both wore a shoulder Vernon Moody.
She was 32 years of age. Her
Otho Burton. Irsterment was in
tion and recalling the days of old. way, and Miss Earlyne Stubble- corsage of garden*.
survivals
Outland,
Mrs.
assisted by McCuistion Graveyard.
J. A.
are her husband Ernest
The bride, who was given in
Those present were Mr. W. T. field.
Wofford; her parents Mr. and Mrs.
marriage by Dr. Edward Everett Miss Rachel Rowland, demonstrated
—Written by a friend.
•
McCallum Mr. and Mrs. Hollie McJerry
Simmons;
three brothers.
the
canning
of
corn.
Dale.
wore a powder blue velvet
Callon, Mr. and Mrs. Mimic* Mc- Farmer-kraal Engagement
Bill, Noble, and Jesse Simmons all
Mrs. Clara Dismukes, field address.
Her
accessories
were
soldier
Is Announced
Callon, Mr. and Mrs. Noble Cox
of St. Louis; two uncles. Johnnie
blue and her shoulder corsage was- visory nurse. gave a very interestof Highland Park, Mich., Mr. and
and Jim Simmons and two halfAt a formal dinner party on rubrum
ing talk on "A Community ProMrs. Clay Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Tuesday evening,
We wish to extend our heartfelt uncles ,A. W. and Edd Simmons.
Miss
8 o'clock, Mr.
Immediately following the cere- gram for Better Health".
•
and numerous other relatives and
Arvin Beach. Mr. and Mrs.. Paul and Mrs.
Irvan, county
health thanks to our many friends and friends.
Autry Farmer announced mony, an informal supper was held Virginia
Pierce, Mr. and Mrs. H. McCallon, the approaching
marriage of their at the bride's home for the wed- nurse, described the advantages of neighbors for the many kindnesses "God called you away dear niece;
Mr. and Mrs. Bud- McCallon and daughter. Rebecca,
to Mr. John wing guests.
The dining room a Child Health Conference, which shown us since the death of our He called you up to heaven.
1tiek Gene, Mr. and Mrs. Jamas Thorne,
/ream sov of Mr. and Mre. was decorated with pastel colored this Club will sponsor. The first dear son and brother, James Louis He called you there to stay.
cCallon and Clifton, Mr. and Pat Irvan.
"We know it was His blessed will
gladioli. The three-tirede wedding Conference will be held Friday, Kelley.
Mrs. Hoyt McCallon and Reba Fay
We want to thank A. L. Bailey That you might go away.
The wedding will take .place at cake centered the serving table. September 6, between the hours of
and Rob. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Mc- half
past ten Monday morning, After the bride cut the first piece, 2 and 4 p. m. at the Pottertown and William Jetton Finney for But we hope to meet you again
Callon. Marie, Jewel Edward and August
dear niece
26, in' the home of the Mrs. Edward E. Dale took charge. school.. Mrs. Lowell Outland was their 'efforts in recovering our dear
Howard Keith McCallon, Wilma bride-elect.
She wore a white dress with lace appointed chairman, and invites one's body, and Bros. Jenkins and On that resurrection day.
Gail and W. C. Smith, Grafton
So
just sleep on darling nice,
Gough
for their words of symThe guest list of the dinner party blouse and dark blue accessories. all mothers with pre-school age
Cox, Doyle and Gwendolyn Pierce. included:
Sweet may be your rest,
'Miss Martha Sue Key. Her corsage was a pink cabbage children to attend. These confer- pathy.
We wish to thank the Churchill We loved you dearly,
ences will be held the first Friday
Louis Charles Ryan, Miss Dorothy rose.
Funeral Home and everyone for But God loved you best."
Shultz, Tom Moore Williams, Miss
Later in the evening the couple of every month.
Iced watermelon was served to the beautiful flowers.
Rachel Linn. George Robert Wil- left for a short wedding trip by
"Loving and kind in all your ways.
May God's richest blessing rept
son, Miss Helene Crawford, A. B. boat for Baltimore and Washing- 13 members „aro the following
Upright and just to the end of
Waters. E. B. Morgan. Max Miller, ton. D. C. On ,their return they visitors: Mrs. H. W. Wrye, Mrs. upon each and every one of you your days;
prayer.
is
our
Mellie
Hopson,
Mrs.
Clara
DisRobert James Stubblefield, Miss will be at home at Water Valley,
Sincere and true in your heart and
mukes, Mts. Hill Gardner and Mrs.
—Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Kelley
Rebecca Farmer, John Thomas Kentucky.
mind,
s'
arid Dorothy
Beautiful memories you left beIrvan.
Mrs. Montgomery was graduated Clarence Falwell. Mrs. Gardner
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Kelley
hind."
Our ideal is to
from Water Valley High School and Mrs. Falwell were welcomed
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde George
Sulphur Springs Missionary
and Western State Teachers Col- as new members.
render a quality
"A precious one from us has gone
The next meeting will be held
. Society Meets
lege, Bowling Green, Ky.
Our Odorless, Oilless Dry Cleaning
A voice we loved is sfilled.
Thursday.
September
19.
at
the
community service
Mr. Montgomery was in New
Mrs. Herbert Smith entertained
There is a vacant place in that
home of Mrs. pilaynard Ragsdale.
members of the Sulphur Springs Concord. and Murray State Teachat a cost within
home
Missionifty Society in New Con- ers College, of Mufray„ Kentucky.
Mrs. S. M. Elkins, 74-year old That can never be filled."
the means of evShe was laid to rest Sunday
cord Monday evening.
Calloway County resident died at
and perspiration from your summer garments:
After a business meeting, a very
the county farm, July 8. and was afternoon in the Providence cemeeryone — the kind
tery.
interesting
'buried in New Concord the folprogram was given.
Mrs.
Linda
Simmons.
near
MaceClean clothes are cool, so call
of service which
Sadly missed by her aunt and
with Mits. Fannie Henry in charge.
donia, spent a few days with Mr. lowiug day. She was a faithful
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmons.
Those _present were Miss Mary
syil receive the apand Mrs. Hardy Hutson of near i member of the church there for
Montgomery, Mrs. Ernest Hutch1 the past 30 yeses.
Paris last week.
Observing the demand for pure-*royal of all with
ins. Mrs. Fannie Henry, Miss Erin
Mr. and Mrs. Albert CrittentoM She left a husbarse and two baed rams. Jpe
Meng, Warren
Montgomery. Mrs. Herbert Smith,
whom we come in
of . Detroit were guests of friends Igirls to mourn her going. She county 4-H club member,
abs a
Mrs. L. E. Hurt. Mrs. Robert
and relatives here lest week, They I was preceded to the grave by two slogan eThe best rams' in
Western
contact.
Young. Miss Ruth ' Montgomery,
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clea'te' suns who died in infancy. She also Kentucky for sale."
We Call For and Deliver
Mrs. le T. Ratterree. Mrs. Porter
11
Lax. near Macedonia. Sunday after- 'leaves a host of friends and eelsfives to mourn her going away, McCuiston and three visitors, Miss
noon.
Murray, the birthplace of Radio
Beatrice Locke of Louisville, Mrs.
Misses Velma and Susan Lax. She was born-east of New ConSincerely,
Charles Stubblefield, Miss Ruth
of near Macedonia, were in Hazel cord in the year ,of 1864. Bro.
Young.
Lloyd Wilson was in charge of the
Saturday evening.
J. H. Churchill
'The next meeting will be in the
Cleave Lax, of near Macedonia, funeral. She was ever a faithful
Christian.
home
Miss
of
Maud
"Nance
was
a
guest
on
with his parents, Mr.
Funeral Home
September 9. at 2 p. m. Officers
and Mo. Frank Lax, near New "A place in our home is - vacant
which never can be filled.
will be elected and installed for the
Concord. Sunday.
Telephone 7
following year. All members are
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmons and God called her and she had to go
Murray, Ky.
but
we miss her still.
urged to be present.
son of near
Macedonia
spent
Thursday night as the guests of Sleep on Grandmother, take UNIT
rest,
Mr. and Mrs. David Hutson, near
We loved you, but God loved you
Buchanan.
Mrs. Linda Simmons was the - best"
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Cleave Lax,
Several
eriore purebred
bulls
near „Macedonia, Thursday evenhave been baught by McCreary
ing.
Miss Mary Mitchell was the din- rc"untY farmers with the aid of
ner guest of Miss Betty Jo Lax the Farm Security Administration.
Sunday.—"Curly Top"
11125. HARRY L SLKDD Editor

PHONE 247, PLEAS1

Princeton Prepares
Bluff to Play
Paducah Elks for Annual Festival

WPA Workers To
ACP Office Tells
Train for Defense
of Liming Rules

1
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To Tobacco
Association Members
•

•

Obituary

On

—

R. V. GRAHAM

HOMEMAKERS
CLUB NOTES

DISTINCTIVE-JEWELRY
In All Modes

H.B. BAILEY

Card of Thanks

•

411,

QUALITY..

Obituary.

REMOVES ALL SOIL

Hill Billy_ Ramblerl

CAREER GIRLS'
4cdcatot

JONES
CLEAN
ERS
Phone

PHOENIX

Final SUMMER

VOTERS
MUST REGISTER!

Beat This One!

•
A tobacco leaf, 37 inches long
and 20 inches wide, is now
being exhibited by Lucius Adams. Hazel, Route S. as the
pride of his, current tobacco
crop.
He was in the Ledger &
Times office last Saturday afternoon with the leaf, which was
measured in the office.

If you have changed your precinct or become
of age since last November, September 7 is your
last chifnce to register at the Clerk's office.
Blame yourself if you can not vote.

•

Calloway county should hold first place in
percentage of Democratic majorities in the State.
This will help us in representation in o•ganization.
Do not neglect to come to our store for Summer things at reduced prices to close out. Long
time to wear them yet.
Receiving daily Fall Shoes in the lahest styles
and at lower prices.
•

T 0.Turner

They're the answer to
loveliness and longer
wear at budget prices.
Best of all--they're Double
VITA-BLOOM Processed
for long wear! No wonder
Career Girls say "this is
my favorite stocking"! In
three and four threadweights. Glamorous new
American Personality
Colors.

, ADAP#15
gRowmml otos sToRi

•
DRlitg C0,
"Prescriptions
Accurately and Carefully
Compounded of Purest
Drugs

IS MALARIA DRAGGINGJOU DOWN?
THOUSANDS OF OUR SOUTH- OCCASIONAL
CONSTIPATION
ERN PEOPLE SUFFER WITH CAUSING INORGANIC BILIOUSMALARIA FROM YEAR TO YEAR NESS, MR. NASH SAYS. "TRY
SOMETIMES CAUSING
THAT NASH'S C. & L. TONIC FOR ONE
LAZY. DRAGGY AND NO ACT, WEEK — IF NOT SATISFIED I
COUNT FEELING.
WILL REFUND YOUR MONEY
NASH'S C. & L. MALARIX PROMPTLY. • I DONT WANT
CHILL TONIC AND LAXATIVI1 ONE PENNY IF MY MEDICINE
IS A PALLIATIVE FOR MA- DOES NOT SATISFY YOU."
LARIA SYMPTOMS — USUALLY
CHECKS THESE SYMPTOMS IN
FIVE TO SEVEN DAYS — IN
FACT IT IS GUARANTEED TO
GIVE SATISFACTION OR MONEY' IS - AUTHORIZED TO GUARANTONIC—
TEE NASH'S C.
PROMPTLY" REFUNDED. IF YOU HAVE MALARIA, 013 , PRICE 50 CENTS

All
Summer
Merchandise
- at -

PRICE
Your Chance
for
Real Bargains

Gladys Scott's

1
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Calloway Countians Purchase Two
New Purebred Jersey Bulls for Herds

1

KENTUCKY, THURSDAY

AFTERNOON, AUGUST 22, 1940.

'

Around Paschall
.
School
_

Across the River

I won't. be able to tell you much
about ..Stewart County now. as I
have crossed over again, but at
present all are gratefta for the
rainfall.
Mrs. Gertrude Spiceland is still
doing nicely from jser accident,
and her daughter. Mrs. Cornelia
Kirks, is nursing her capably and
doing big washings- as if she had
not been living in expensive hotels
for a good while. The superintendent from. Tolu visited her and
insisted on her coming back to
Tolu, but she preferred her vaca-

There are many glad children
this Monday morning at the
Hsieh Gingles and I.e.ter Wilson York State Fdir also. She was the
thought of starting back to school.
'Continue Herd Improvement
Liat,aged cow at the Eastern States
Mrs. D. B. Byars and Inez, Mrs.
Efforts an Farms
Eapasition. This cow is Sybas
Henry Rudd and Mrs. Guy Rudd
Gamboge 174663 who sold at PubMETHODIST CHURCH NOTES
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
were guests of Mrs. Commodore
Two new puribred. Jersey bulls lic autism for $65000
Jones, Lynn
Grove, Thursday
have been added recently to the
Sunday. August 25. 1944
Gingles bull will be mated with
A. V. Havens, minister of the afternoon.
aver-increasing number of Jersey tows which have averaged the
First Christian Church, who durMr. and Mrs. Bryan Rather visitherds in this county. They are highest
The haemphis Conference Cara- ing his vacation, has been pursubutterfat production in
van. consisting of 'five
Brook Pride Royal 358778, pur- Kentucky for the last several
young ing work toward the degree of doc- ed Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Byars and
chased by laugh Gingles o(.Kirk- years and will be available to the
people, will come to our Church tor of philosophy, at the Univers- daughter Saturday afternoon.
soy to head his Kentucky cham- owners .of good registered Jersey
at Murray next Saturday. and will ity.of Chicago, will be in his pulMr. and Mrs. Hanzy Paschall
pion production herd: and Soeur- clays through artificial enseminabe with us over Sunday, taking pit next Sunday for both the and Mr. and Mrs. Dencil Paschall
purette's Blonde Mixture 41=46.
charge of both the morning and morning and evening services.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Odie Morris
ion.
.
chased by Lester Wilson of New
evening worship
services. You
The bull purchased by Wilson
"The uses of Terhptation," will and. family Saturday evening.
"
L
ntil
inus
Spiceland
begins
teachConcord.
will
be
interestedin
the
work of be his sermon subject at the Sunwas sired by Fern -Oxford VolunEurie Kuykendall was again
,Gingles' bull was sired by. Right teer 339630 .s imported in dam) for ing at Blue Spring in another this Caravan, something new in day morning
worship
service, elected for the ACA to serve in
weak,
decided
whether
but
hasn't
our
Royal Design. the bull that Sena- which bull' Murra
section
of
country.
At
tfie
Miles. Murwhich will begin at 10:50.
.
his news Msientitts a-warship-ator Perry la: Gainessanrcesident of
- -Vaib lo Zeal/um Tennessee. in
"Deliver
swat be th-e sera
Byars was the weekstates
o'clock, Miss Willie Maude Thomp- mon subject at the Sunday night —Miss Inea
son purchased im. refused $1.500 Car-d aarTair-Ceir
Mrs.
Odie
Can't collect my thoughts well son. adult counselor for the Cara- church' service, which will begin end guest of her sister
sb -last year. He is by thus- noted
used at Carrollton, Ky..
Morris and Mr. Morris.
Many years and-Who has 27 of his Soeurette's Fern Oxford and is by enough to remember what has van, will speak at the church, out- at 7:30.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollin Jones and
daughters. sisters, to the Gingles the ranking bull sire of today: De- happened, but anyway school open- lining in particular the work the
The Sunday School. led by
ed at- Concord Monday with an en- Caravan is to do during the week. Supt. R. L. Wade. will meet at daughters Annie and Bobbie:- are
produced
550 sign Fern Oxford 287623.
bull, -who* ,have
attending a Bible school at North
pounds of fit each. The dam of
In some congregations the pres- a:30, Sunday morning. '
This young bull has 14 sisters rollment of 180 and Mr. James,
Fork church.
Right Royal Design was by Design with average records of 409.8 of Miss Clendenun and-Mrs. Chatter- ence of the Caravan has resulted
• The small daughter of Mr. and
Fern Oxford, the bull whose sons fat and severatsof them with cred- box the only netv teachers, to we in quite a number of additions to
Mrs. Adolphus Lassiter is ill with
MURRAY
CIRCUIT
didn't have to make speeches, but the rhureh, thus taking the place
now lead the Jersey parade.
itable show ,ring honors.
colitis. Here's hoping she improves
enjoy
the
addres
of
Eld.
we
did
The dam of the Gingles bull is
of
an
old
tams
of
Wilson's
bull
has
a
fashioned
The
revival.- At
New Hope Church—The revival rapidly.
Sybils Brook Pride 529730 who receipt of •480.6 on DA lest with James Parker Miller.
the evening worship hour, all five
.Mr. and Mrs. 0, T. Paschall were
made 704.5 of fat and
13,4„20:1 8753 pounds of milk in 135 days.
We were sorry to hear of the members of the Caravan will be begins at New Hope next Sunday
pounds of milk in 305 days, start- The bull's maternal grandsire was tragic 'death of ,Mr. Bryan Lax. in our service and they will con- morning at 1110. Morning ser- guests of Mr. and Mrs. D. B.
Saturday evening.'
Byars
vice
by
the
pastor.
Key.
L.
L.
dreadful duct it in their own way.
ing at nineyears and seven mouths imported in America after win- Seems like something
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Byars and
Jones of Trinity Church, Jackson,
of age. She was also grand sham-- ning the Grauville-St.aviour happens every week.
At the close Of this evening Tenn., will preach each evening at daughter Inez, and Mr. and Mrs.
-pianipat. the Maryland state
Sweepstakes on Jersey Isle and . Miss Faye McClure surprised worship service there will be a 1 7:30 and morning at 11:00 through Antis Byars visited Mr. and Mrs.
for tn-o years. and at the N.
then Was third at the National folks by her sudden marriage to -get acquainted hour" in which .all "iota next week beginning Sunday Jim Styles and daughter, and Mr.
0. D. Warren last Friday. Friends
Dairy Show in .1931.
visitors and members of the Mur- night.
and Mrs. One .Nance, of Murray,
,.
Wilson started in with Jerseys gave her a household shower Wed- ray church will be introduced to
The pastor will preach at Sul- Sunday.
she
left
for
Denesday
night
as
Laxative
with' a 1939 calf club heifer and
and
each other.
Mrs. Frank Kuykendall
phur Springs at 9:45 next Sunday
tais been luck enough to get two troit, where her husband is emMrs. Oscar Kuykendall visited Mrs.
The Sunday-school meets every morning.
.ters"from her and has acquired ployed. Thursday.
There will be no services at Odie Morris Thursday afternoon.
Lassiter Sunday morning at 9:30 and we
Mr. and Mrs. Oury
trier Jerse:t-s in the meantime to
Roma Sue Morris was the guest
Martin's Chapel next Sunday night.
Most any casia who takes this ••sr. a real herd. The Wilson farm leave next week after a summer's allow nothing to interfere with Everyone will want to go to New of her aunt, Mrs. Myrtle Vandyke,
this
hour.
It
is
a
great
charatter
vacation
with
his
parents.
tasty laxative once will- welcome it had previouSly had' a registered
last week.
Miss Maud Nance is visiting in building institution and you and slope to hear Rev. L. L. Jones:
Mrs. J. B. Erwin was carried
'H. L. Lax, Pastor
the next tine he's constipated and ball from the Gingles herd and Chicago at present. ,
your children should be prescrit
one from the Harrison herd, both
to the Keys-Houston Clinic Sunit has-him headachy, cross, listless, of which left a marked improve- ..Rainey Lovins is having an elec- Our young people continue their
day afternoon for treatment.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
with bad breath, coated tongue or ment in the cattle of that neigh- tric engine installed at the Con- interesting meetings durink the
—Golden Lock
cord garage so his work will be summer months and your children
little appetite.
•
borhood.
The Rev. Sam P. Martin will reeasier. We might have electric will be helped by meeting with
• Syrup of Elack-Draught is a tasty
turn from his vacation in Long-*
them.
lights too, after while.
HOMEMAKERS MEETINGS
" liquid companion to the famous
Services at the Methodist Church Wooer Fla.. in time to fill the pulWell I just don't have time to
'BLACK-DRAUGHT. The principal
talk longer. Have 32 to talk to will be continued every Sunday pit Sunday for morning and evenMarshall Clayton and daughThe following H, memakers Clubs daily now. Will come again when through the summer months and ing services.
ingredient is the same in both
ters visited Mr. and Mrs. Burton
meet next wet k:1
His subject in the morning will Jackson Friday .night.
the pastor and people invite you
I can.—Chatterbox.
products; helps impart tone to lazy
Pine Blulf—Mas lass August 26,
to worship with us if you have no be "Spared", while the title of his
bowel muscles.
The revival meeting at Mt.
at 2 p m. at the home of Mts.
church home. You will hear no evening's message will be "At Zion closed Sunday night.
The Syrup's Arm; appeals .tojLaVerne Bury.
Nev
unfavorable criticism of, vow re- That Time". All other services
Robert Earl Jackson visited Mr.
moat -CUTE-en, and,. given by tile Tive — Tuesdays
ligious views or of your owti par- will be at the usual hours.
August
and Mrs. Burton 'Jackson from
simple directions; its action is, 27. at .2 p. m.. at the home of
A Severe storm visited the city ticular church. One motto of the
Friday until Monday.
HARDIN CHURCH CIRCUIT
is: -Think
usually -gentle, but thorough. Re- raIrs. El- nine Hassae
and' let
Tuesday, August 13. at 2 .p. m.. ac- Methodists
Mr. and Mrs. James Lloyd Jack—
•.
member Syrup of Elack,Draught L Backusburg—Wednesday,
Aug- companied by rain, wind and hail, think".
son were Sunday guests of Mr. and
W. T. M. Jones, Pastor
Come and worship' ivith us.
next time. Two sizes: 50c arid 2Z.c. I ust 28. at 2 p. m. at .the school. uprooting trees, tearing down elecMrs. Travis Merrell..
Union Ridge--10 a. m., Church
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor
tric wires. Two Highland Park
Mrs. Kenneth Merrell of CenSchool; It a. m., preaching ser- tralia, Ill., spent two weeks
girls were
killed from falling
with
vices; 7:30 p. m., revival services. her .parents, Mr. and
CHURCH OF CHRIST
wires. They were sisters. One
Mrs. RayChurch schools at Olive, Hardin, mond Jackson and children.
was killed instantly, the other one
Lord's Day: Bible study at 9.45 Dexter. and Palestine will meet at
tried to pull her from the wire
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Jackson
a. nt, preaching and worship at the regular hour.
and also was *Meal.
and daughter Dorothy visited Mr.
We
welcome
all
to
all
our
ser10:45
a.
m.
and
7:45
p.
m.
Mrs. Jim Adams and daughter
Marshall Clayton and daughters'
•
Wednesday: Ladies Bible class vices.Lu Ellen, who have been visiting
Sunday.
in th'e home of Mr. and Mrs. - Hoyt at 3:00 p. m. We are studying the
Mr. and Mrs. Travis Mererll
RUSSELL CHAPEL SCHOOL
Roberts for the past 10 days, re- book that Coleridge said is the
and Robbie were the guests of
greatestepiece
of literature in .-exturned to their home last Saturday.
Mrs. Connie Wilson and 'children
By June Gelatin
Mrs. Mittie Roberts has been on istence=Paul's letter to the RomSaturday night.
We
have
started
on
the
seventh
ans.
Come
and
study
it
with
us.
the sick list- from a very rare
Mrs. Cecil Merrell. Miss Enda
Prayer meeting each Wednesday week of school. Everyone is work- Maye Wilson and Lucille
blood infection.
Jackson
ing hard in preparation for exams visited
evening at 7:45 p. m.
Friday with Brenda Maye
The confusion that has reigned
Remember brother Overby is in next week.
Clayton.
in Wayne County, Michigan. sine a meeting on the Benton highway
We played a ball game with
Wesley Clark was the guest. of
the ousting of Sheriff Thomas C. where he holds a Meeting esch Center -Ridge Friday and were deBurton Jackson and family Sun- ,
'Wilcox., increased today aaith the year.
feated. Center Ridge plans to day
night.—Whipper Will,
a
firing of two county detectives, •
play on our field next Friday.
,
C. L. Francis, Minister
who refused'to be fired. They are'
Recent visitors to our school inEdward Charette and Tremon Mccluded Mrs. Vera Williams, Mrs.
KIRKSET CIRCUIT
Dermott, both Wilcox appointees.
Gussie Geurin.. Lana Mae Willwith 3 years of Service on the
iams. Geneva Elkins. Jape GeurR. F. Blankenship, Pastor
sheriff staff. McDermott is formin, Henry Russell. Eurie Garland,
trly front Murray. Ky.
Our revival at Coldwater church James
Geurin,
Nanny. Eugene
Billy Atkins, Murray. Ky.. it closed Saturday night with" four Bobby- Geurin, Willis Chambers.
visiting in the home of his uncles, conversions and four additions. Elvin Garland., Arthur Garland,
5.andy Keys Outland and Mrs. The pastor is assisting Rev. E. B.-- Connell Collins, Glen Barnett, and
Outland and Nolan Atkins and Mrs. Rucker in a revival near Paris, Clifton Garland.
Tenn.. this week.
We are 'glad to have Kathleen.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar B-arrow and
Mt. Carmel
Robbie. and Robert Morgan back
family from Granite City, Ill., are
Regular 4th Sunday services at at school afters a visit in Arkansas.
visiting in the home of Mr. .and Carmel.neat Sunday.
We are, going to have a- comMrs. Collie Outland. Mg. Outcotes Camp Ground
munity spelling bee Friday night,
land has been confined to her
Church school at 2 p. m. Preach- August 23. Everyone is invited
risom fill' two weeks or more, but ing service at 3 p.m.
to come and take part.
is some better at this writing.
•
4
Sassorra to hear of the death Of
Pat Parker from drowning. The
family haa our sympathy in their
bereavement.
Temple Baptist Church had 2700
in Sunday School last Sunday. We
fririk that's good attendance.,for
the !lot weather and so many of
the members are away oh esacations. Tha Sunday School held its
picnic.AuguSts3 at Lola Park. All
We• can't say that just because atm folios% the rules on the
carried lunches for the noon hour
and late in the avening a truck
-blackboard above that you win get best grades! But sue can
tread of watermelons that had
say that it is a aise move for anyone to aatch health
been on iee for two days were decarefully'.
gettihg good rest, caning good feeds, and
livered and my! my! what a feast.
ini lading Sunburst milk as a principle meal-time, drink.
Mr_ and ,Mrs. Frank - May and
daughter Peggy Jean visited in the
ale *are snre,yoa have a beetter chance of being a ise
hams!
of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Hicks
follosuing these rules.
Wednesday night. They were accompanied -by. Mrs. May's sister.
Miss Omaha 'Knight
---------of Model,
Tenn.
shops,
are beautomobile
The
Sunburst Milk on Sale at All Local Stores
ginning to hum again after about
4 weeks' of-vacation caused by inventory.
.Well. So long! Hope to be with
-)"911 again soon .--Cher i oo

r-41

Shar

The students. faculty, -and parents enjoyed our opening exercises
very much. We certainly wish to
express our appreciation to Eld.
C. L. Francis and Mr. A. B. Austin
for taking part in our school
opening.
.
We appreciate the progress of
our school with an increased enrollment over last year, having
110 in high school and a total of
256.
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SALE
•

On Monday, August 26, the real estate
of the late Mrs. J. G. Hart will be sold for
division by the Commissioner Geo. Hart.

A Gentle
Good For Children

(1) The Corner Drug Store--occupied by Dale & Stubblefield.
(2) A 46 acre farm known as the
old Weir- place in south Murray.
This place joins the city limits of
Murray and has a large highway
frontage, 2-orchards & large house.

Puryear Route One

Highland Park

(3)
- -(a) The home place on 8th and
Main St. (b) Vacant lot on N. 8th
St. and (c) Vacant lot on corner of
8th and Olive Sts.
The heirs' to this property solicit your
bids.
Respectfully,

EARLY TO BED
EARLY TO RISE
MORE
MILK AN
YOU'LL BEI

DRINK

0116E

EXAMINATION K.rksey High School
News

CIVIL SERVICE
The following announcement is
made by the Civil Service of open
competitive examinations for the
folowing positions:
Senior Stenographer. $1,620 a
year: Junior Stenographer, $1.440
a year. 'Open to Women Only).
See announeemeht No. 6-134 for
similar examination open to men).
Time
for filing
applications:
Before the close of business on
September a, 1940.
For information see Secretary of
local Civil Service Board at Post
Office.

J. H. COLEMAN, Atty.

OF .0

K ISN'T
THE COMPLETE STORY

Western Dark tired
Tobacco Association Members

Vote for a Farmer who has proven his ability and has

every Association member's interest at heart.

For Home delivery Telephone 191

Murray Milk Products
COMPANY

Puryeer Route 3

THE BEST TRALLITIONS OF
THE OLD IiETUCKY
HOME

Vare ever observed in the Service, Comfort
. and Convenience of the

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date in All
Appointments and Most
Reasonable Rates
Write TUR.NER MILAM, Manager
for Rem-vations'

Ws. Lennie Jones. Mn. Calvin
Holley, Mrs. Cooper Jones and
Mrs. Geroge Jenkins were •Saturday dinner guests of Mrs.. Alice
lanes of Hazel.
Mr. and ..Mrs
-7-0die Morris and
family visited Mr: and Mrs. -Oman
Paschall Sunday..
Miss Bessie Jackson of Martin
and Maas Carnell Callicut - were
Wednesday afternoon visitors of
Mrs. George Jenkins.
'Amon Paschall.' Mr. , nd Mrs.
Glynn Orr. ,and Mrs. Rucalph Key
and daughter were in Pie is Wednesday.
-•in Holley and
Mr. and Mr's. C'
son visaed Mr. and
Coy Wiggins of Cuba Saturdas
Mr. arid Mrs. Hest r Hugh
Brown, and Mr. and Mrs. Mabern
Key and daugher attended services at North Fork Sunday and
were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. George Jenkins.
,
Mr. and Mass-Jack Key and Mr.
and Mr. and Mrs. Rirdolph *Kea
and daughter were dinner guests
of Mr. and alfs. Glynn Orripunday.
Mr. and -Mrs. GaYlon. Morris
',tilted Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Holley Sunday. .
Mrs. George Jenkins and Mrs.
Terry' Morris assisted- Mrs. Glynn
Orr in • canning butterbeans last
week.—Midget.

. you have to hi -the first to get the
second. Your target, the.Murray Trading
.Area, can be hit most accurately and
successfully by advertising in
THE LEDGER &'TIMES

Houston Lax
Director for East Calloway

Vote for the first name (Houston Lax) on the

The best equipped weekly printing shop
in the state offers you mOst economical
prices on all your printing needs.

ballot at the OUTLAND BROS. TOBACCO

Phone 55

Saturday, August 24

•

BARN.

LEDGER & TIMES

(This Ad Contributed by Friends)

Kentucky's Greatest Weekly Newspaper
•
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Sharborough Announces That A New
,F. H. A. Drive Will Be Started in Fall
•

MISS HAZEL SAMMONS TO
TEACH AT ALAMO, TENN.
Miss Hazel Sammons who has
been elected librarian in the city
schools of Alamo, Tenn., left the
later part of the week to attend
a faculty meeting prior to opening
of school Monday, August 19.
Miss Sammons will also teach
English and geography.

ON VARSITY SCREEN IN COMEDY HIT 'Kentucky Athletes I COLDWATER SCHOOL NEWS
of our softball games
Make Good Grades upTheto results
now are as follows: Cold-

STEWART IN TOUGH
SPOT AT MURRAY

water 24, Vancleave 3; Coldwater
LEXINGTON, Ky., Aug. 21—
3; Coldwater 6,
9, Backusburg
Plans are now completed for a
Football players at the Universi12. The following boys
Pottertown
new natien-wide Federal Housing
Hard Schedule, Lack of Reserves
ty of Kentucky keep well abreast
comprise our first team: Billy AdAdministration home modernizaof the non-athletes in the matter
Gives Rib Early Headache
ams, c; Alton Hargrove, p; J. 'P.
tion program for the Fall of this
of scholarship. For the past school
As Practice Soon
Tidwell lb; Roy David Peav, 2b;
year, according to word received
year the football squad averaged
Homer Darnell, 3b; T. C. Hargrove,
here today by C. L Sharborough
1.25 out of a possible 3.0, which
Only two weeks remain before
ss; Toye Marine, sf; Tellus Harof the Calloway County Lumber
means that the average football
Murray State's footballers get back
grove, If; Ray Baize'', cf; Harold
Co, distributors in this area for
player made a standing for both
into
their -monkey suits" for the
Lloyd Darnell, rf.
Johns-Manville products. The slosemesters of between a C and a
annual fall training grind which
gan of the modernization drive.
Honor
Roll
B.
will prepare them for a tough
Everyone out this way is feelwill be "Fix
Up Your
Home!
The 'honor roll for the first , schedule that lies ahead during the
The highest standing made by a
ing fine after the big rein which
eledernizer and convenient
and
all
A's
making
those
month
member of the football squad durfirst four weeks of the season.
fen Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.
monthly payments on the FHA
ing the 1939-40 school year was the B's) are as follows:
On successive week-ends, the
Plan of installment buying will be
Rogers,
grade—Glavious
. Brother Blakely filled his regFirst
2.5 turned in by Bob Montgomery,
Racers must collide with Louisiana
featured, Sharborough said.
at Macedonia
ular appointment
freshman
end from
Versailles, Edward Hargrove, Lucetta Finney Normal, defending SIAA titleSunday morning,
"FHA officials state that apple
while next was the 2.36 made by and Imo Lee Hargrove; second holder; Morehead, a tough nut to
Hargrove, Clystia
Lions for property improvement
Mrs. Monnie Mitchell and Miss
Phil Cutchin, freshman halfback grade—Tellus
crack in any man's league; Conens seem to be steadily rising,
Mary Lucille Simmons were Sunlast fall. Cutchin is the son of Finney, Patsy Ann Wilson, Imo way Ark- State...sin what appears.
Mise
and at- present-- -average's-about
day- night visitorsCartistes-Cutchtn, basketball coach Jean Kirklante— Doris Adams and- to be the -Year's bloOdieet games:'
Harold Richard Stone; third grade
10.000 a week" Mr. Sharborough
Willis.
at Murray State College.
and East Texas State, known by
—Earl Adams, Irene Lamb. Juasaid. -This average of applicaMonnie
Lewis, Mrs.
Batten
reputation as a club
higher
Other ' athletes in the
Linda Sue Stone, action and
Hargrove,
nita
tions and the fact that the FHAMiltchell and Miss Mary Lucille
nearly any
superior to
grade bracket include Harry Denfourth grade that is
Finney;
Caton
and
insured loans for modernization
Simmons were in Murray Saturday
you might
ham, Maysville, end, with a 2.06 the
Bobbie teachers college team
Kirkland.
Sue
—Martha
total 3,000,000 to date , for an apmorning. While there they ate a
first semester and a 2.18 the secLou choose to name.
and Evelyn
Wilson
Gene
proximate sum of $1,100,000,000
the
ice
plant,
big snowball from
ond semester last year; Jim HardAfter these -four toss In four
fifth grade—Jean Evemust mean that the American
just like a snowball in the winter
in, end, from New Albany,. fed., Kirkland;
Easley, Harry Richie and "breathers" such as an up and
people have become conscious of
time.
who made a 2.13 standing the see- Lee
University, outfit,
Darnell; sixth grade—Robbie coming Union
the desirability of making their
Cleve Lax was the guest of his
end term; Bill Tucker, Louis- lyn
Faye Black; seventh grade Delta State. and two ex-SIAA
homes, businesses and farms, atparents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank. near
ville halfback, with a 2.3 the sec- -Freida
and West Tenchampions.
Middle
tractive and more efficient," deCharles Coburn, Dan Dailey, Jr., and Virginia Grey in the side-splitting ond semester, and Charlie Martin. —Rebecca Youngblood, Roy David
Concord, Sunday.
Anna Nell Richie; nessee Teachers, as a prep for
and
Peay.
clared Mr. Sharborough,
Sunday
Varsity
screen
on
the
a
Lady."
"The
Captain
Is
Mrs. Kittle Simmons and Mrs. comedy-drama,
football and baseball player from
and Western.
"In Murray, our company toMonnie Mitchell were Wednesday and Monday. Story of an old sea captain uho finds refuge in an Old Harlan, who made 2.33 the first eighth grade—Toye Marine
PAUL L. SUDLOW
Add this to the fact that MurRay Broach.
gether with builders, contractors,
dinner guests of "Aunt Fannie"
semester
and
2.19
the
second.
ray does not have an experienced
Ladies' Home, the cast also features Beulah Bondi, Helen Broderick
and others connected with the
Appointment of Paul L. Sudlow, Wisehart and grandchildren, Mr.
The football squad averaged 1.12
Our visitors for the past three tackle, nor a well-balanced backbuilding industry plan to ceope- of Rio Grande, O., as field Scout and Mrs. Glennith Wisehart and and Billie Burke,
for the first semester last year
have a coach's
you
are Freida Faye Mayfield, field and
weeks
rate fully with the FHA
the., Executive of the Chief Paducah James. They also visited the old
but upped this to 1.37 the second
Youngblood, Dean Bazzell, dilemma that stands in front of
Robbie
modernization drive" Mr. Share Council, to serve this District, as- Wisehart spring and enjoyed a
term.
Sue Crouch, Mary Nell Morgan, Coach Roy Stewart.'
borough said.
"We feel that sisting Scout Executive Roy C. good old rest in the late part of
Drugstore quarterbacks are toutClimmie Youngblood. Hazel Carthrough this drive the Fall 'Will Manchester has just been an- the afternoon.
Bridges, Latricia ing Sam Grider as the best back
ter, Hontase
see a healthy increase in property nounced by C. M. Graham. ApMrs. Monnie Mitchell and Mrs.
this
comnice
rain
fell
in
A
nice
mules
from
Audrey
Simmons
Murray
has had since 1933, but
Here I am again with the Ridge
Gupton, Treva Adams. Nora E.
improvement activity here with poirftment of the new executive Kittie Simmons spent a while news this week. We are very hap- munity Sunday which I am sure last Saturday.
Hogencamp, Anna without playing a game thus, far,
Bonnie
Smith,
a correspondent rise in -employ- was made possible, through the at Toddville store and enjoyed py over the nice 'rain that fell was welcome to each one.
Mrs. Glynn Edwin Paschall will Lee Adams, Rex Stone, James it is hard to think of Grider even
ment, increase in property values raising of local funds in coope- feasting and drinking ice water as Saturday.
Miss Connie • Lamb is spending move to her new home this week. Burkeen and Edna Frances Dick. as better than some of the returnand improvement in the appear- ration with other Districts of the Mrs. Simmons was celebrating her
ing members of last season's corps
Those on the sick list are im- a few days with her sister, Mrs. The hhome has just recently been
Our attendance for the first
ance of our city . . factors which Council. Graham said.
birthday, Wednesday, August 14. proved, except John Culver who Lewis Cosby.
Miss Lamb and completed. Mrs. Paschall is imof backs. If he is really as good
was 96.2 per cent.
favorably affect the general prosMrs. Kittie Simmons was the remains quite sick.
Mr. Sudlow is 26 years of age,
Mrs. Cosby attended church ser- proved after being made ill by month
as a lot say, then Murray's chances
attended
the
school
entire
The
perity of Murray."
and is a native of Ohio. For the dinner guest of Mrs. Monnie
for a winning season will be enMr. and Mrs. Tommy Burkeen vices at Pleasant Grove Sunday a spider bite.
revival Wednesday at 11 o'clock hanced. If not, well basketball
As an instance of a typical im- past four years he has been pro- Mitchell Thursday. In the late and children Bobby and Betty while Mr. Cosby attended services
There
are several
cases
of at the Methodist church.
prevenient job, Mr. Sharborough fessor of biology of Rio Grande afternoon they visited Mrs. Mary were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ray at Hazel.
six months away.
Bro. season 'Is only
whooping cough around ,Iones Mill
Friday
following
The
cited the siding of a home with College, located at Rio Grande, McClure and enjoyed watermelon Steele Saturday. Afternoon guests
Mr. and Mrs. Hanzy Paschall, and North Fork Church.
Blankenship gave us a chapel
asbestos shingles which closely re- 0. He received the degrees of and grapes.
in the Steele home were J. W. Mr. and Mrs. Dencil Paschall were
I am wonder whether Swann talk on "Sharp Rocks."
Mrs. Aylon McClure and James Peeler, Billy Rex and Jerald Harsemble the
texture
of
wood Bachelor of Science and Master of
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Odie Mor- Edward
—By Dorothy Faye Adams home of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Parks entbring
school
shingles, yet offer durability and Arts from Ohio State University, Wisehart were in Hazel Thursday ris.
Satlate
in
the
evening
ris until
Robert Swann, where she will reand Frankie Richie
Monday
and
whether
his
little
fire protection at the same time. with advanced work being done in morning.
Mr. and Mrs. .Hutson Smith urday. Miss Inez Byars was an
main until she goes to Princeton
sister, Cherry Gale, will be lone"Unused attics and basements botany. He has many years of
Miss Hattie Vaughan of Murray moved to Almo Wednesday. Mr.
all night guest in the Morris home.
this fall to fesume her duties as
some for him? Swann, I intend to
can be transformed into places of successful volunteer leadership as was the guest of Mrs. Monnie Smith has been employed at Almo
head of the home economics deMr. and Mrs. Frank Kuykendall. watch the Lynn Grove honor roll! Miss
comfort and pleasure by the use Scout, Scoutmaster, - Commiesioner. Mitchell of
Macedonia
Monday for some tire.
partment _aL Butler kigereschool.
Mrs. Oscar Kuykendall were gueste- for your names
of modern, economical sheet ma- and Council member, and et the enornifige-- Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Chapman
Miss Swann has just completed
completing his
terials such as have been develop- present time is
Johnnie Simmons and Hatten moved to our neighborhood last in the''home of Mr. and Mrs. Odie
Visitors in the home of ME and
work on her Master's .degree
her
Morris Thursday afternoon.
ed by the extensive Johns-Man- Scout executive training at the Lewis were in Murray Monday.
Mrs. Odie Morris and family Sunweek. We welcome thee. young
at the University of Iowa, submitMrs. Oscar Kuykendall spent the day week were as follows: Mr. and
ville research laboratories,' said Boy Scout Training College at
Mrs. Ada Ellis was the guest of people and expect you to visit us
ting her thesis _en, practical home
first part of this linnith with her Mrs. George Jenkins and children,
Mt_ Sharborough. "These low-cost Schiff Reservation, Mendham, N. Miss Annie Willis Monday after- soon.
Miss Louise Swann is at the economics problems.
mother agti sisters. Mrs. Noah Wil- Morris and Hilda; Mr. and Mrs.
building prodeets may also be J. Mrs.. Sudlow is also a former noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Jones of
used in brightening up kitchens student at Ohio University and
"Uncle Jeff" Stubblefield, Mrs. Dexter Route 1, are the parents of son and Mrs. Noah Chambers of Gaylon Morris, Gwen and Gaylon
Mrs. Kuykendall Holley Morris, Mr.' anl Mrs. Glynn
arid bathrooms ,as they are avail- is an expert in all outdoor activi- Ruby Dick, "Aunt Fannie'
. .Wise- an 8-pound daughter, born August Golden Pond,
spent the last week with Mr. Kuse- Ork Geld Brown Orr, Mr. and
eine in many forms, colors and ties. She has instructed in swim- hart and grandson James were in 11.
kendall's parents, Mr. and Mts. Mrs. Terry Morris and Zypora
patterns."
ming and life saving and will ac- Murray Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edmon Morris
company Mr. Sudlow to the local
Johnnie Simmons was in Hazell, and children were. dinner guests Frank Kuykindall, and is now. Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Redolph
Granite, as lasting 'as the ages,
council this month.
as the guest of his daughter Mi.S of Mr. and Mrs. Hal Smith Satur- with her brother. Manning Page Key and daughter Dorothy Love.
perpetuate the memory of
will
of
Jones
Mill.
and
Mrs.
Page
Pernie Mae Simmons Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall and
day.
ones.
loved
Tenn.
your
'Miss Mary Lucille Simmons was
J. P. Wicker. Afternoon guests .
Mrs. Ray Steele was the guest of
By Pryntha Cleaver and
Mrs. Loy Nickles was called to included Leroy and Quitman
1
the guest of Misses Velma and Mrs. Robert Jones Friday afterKey,
as low as $15
Markers
Dorothy Culpepper
Betty Jo Lax late Wednesday noon and assisted Mrs. Jones in the bedside of her father, Amos Lewis Cosby, Clarence Everett, iva
Paschall, of Missouri, where he Nell and Rebecca Sue Wilkerson,
Our school has an enrollment of
afternoon.
getting ready for the revival meetis very 11
75. and we have had good attendMrs. Aylon McClure and daugh- ing at Brooks Chapel.
Halton Wilkerson, Lowell Key.
We are hoping Mr. and Mrs. Preston Kuykendall, Orene Orr
ance, for the first month of the
ter were Friday night guests of
Ray Steele and Henry Burkeen
Adolphus Lassiter's baby will soon and Calvin Paschall.
"Aunt Fannie" Wisehart.
.
current school term.
are the owners of two fine cows.
John S. Gardner, extension hortiVester Orr, Mgr.
recover from a very serious case
We have played two softball
Mrs. Wiley Hatfield is -ill at
We are sorry to report that Mrs.
Ray Steele - and Herm, Burkeen of illness.
culturist and John L. McKitrick,
this writing.
Murray, Ky.
games with outside teams. Our extension
J.
B.
Erwin
is
on
the
sick
list.
Phone 121
transacted business in New Proviagricultural
engineer,
Loren Morris. son of Mr. and She was removed to the Clinic at
players are as follows- Thommy both from the University of KenMrs. Linda Simmons was the dence Thursday.
Morris,
Whitlock,
Tenn.,
Mrs.
Orio
ahstberger. Hays Pritchett, Billy
guest of her sister. Mrs. Cleve
Murray 'Sunday night.
The Shady Hill ball team met
tucky will be in Calloway County
Lax and Mr. Lax Saturday even- Brooks Chapel Friday afternoon. joined the church last week.
etchett, Ray Linn Morris, Ches'MOW
it> 1 ho1el. a series of Meetings on
Mr. and Mrs. Odie Morris spent
-r Pritchett, R. F. Pitman. Will- storage of garden products, Aug- ing.
Shady Hill was victorious over Sunday with Mr. Morris' sister,
am Lee Thorn and Wayne Lee
Miss
Pernie
Mae
Simmons
of
Brooks Chapel by one run. They
ust 29 and 30.
Paschall and
Mr.
Hazel Js ill with a severe cold at will meet Stooks Chapel again Mrs. Ohman
McDaniel.
dardner will discuss the prepara- this time.
•
Paschall.
Honor Roll
'
Friday
afternoon.
Everyone
is
inMr. and Mrs. Eurie Kuykendall
I close, my door .and rest for e vited to 'come out and see these
Those making all A', and B's tion Of vegetables for storage and
visited in the home of Mr. and
for the first month are as follows: the temperatures at which they while as Kentucky Belle is not school boys and girls play.
Storage and feeling so well at
Mrs. One Kuykendall Sunday.
First grade, Eugene Culpepper; should be stored.
present. I hope
—Pop Eye
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke
second grade, Rebekah Lou Prit- storage structure suitable 7 for Cal- to hear from all the "cors" in
explained
County
will
be
loway
will make their home in 1941 at
next week's paper.--Ky. Belle.
chett. Sadie Lee Pritchett. Joe
by
McKitrick.
and
demonstrated
the
Mrs. Leroy Kuykendall place
Henry Thorn. Doris Jean Jackson;
CHESTNUT GROVE SCHOOL
These meetings, planned by the
near North Fork --ehurch and Mr.
third grade. Alma Joe Ernstberger,
Joan Mathis, Charles H. Skaggs. County Agent and Home DemobBy Bertha Scott and J. W. Scott Vandyke will tend Mrs. Rebecca
Paschall's land.
Gloria Culpepper: fourth grade, stration Agent, are for both men
Dexter
and
women.
Rama Sue Morris, daughter of
We are working hard- to sell all
Raymond -Copeland, Dortha Dean
will
be
held
acThe
meetings
our
candy.
The
two persons who Mr. and Mrs. Oche Morris, was a
Mathis; fifth grade, Marion Jane
MissessNell and Bonnie Graham sell the most get prizes. The prize guest of Willa Dean Goforth last
Copeland, Betty Jean Skaggs; sixth cording to the following schedule:
Thursday. August 29.-10000 a. m., of Centralia. DI., have been visit- for boys is a Scout knife and for week.
grade, Bonnie Lee Brown, Carrie
Luther Jones and family were
Lou Reeves; seventh grade, Pryn- W. - Herbert Perry's, Stone com- ing their grandparents for the past girls, a vanity kit. Eugene Bushart
has sold the most so far and Lorene guests of their daughter, Mrs.
tha Cleaves, Dorothy Culpepper. munity: ThurSday. August 29-2:00 two weeks.
MurrayecomWilson's.
p.
ne.
L.
F.
Paschall. and Mr. Paschall
Mr.
Dencil
and Mrs. Will Graham and Garrison is running a close second.
eighth grade, Thomas E. Ernst
munity (near Murray-Coldwater_ daughter Lorene of Blueford. Ill.,
Our health nurse, Miss Irvan, in the home of Hanzy Paschall
berger.
Dd.); Friday, August 30-10:00 a. were here Friday to attend the came again' Thursday to give ty- last Sunday.
m., E. L. Kuykendall's, Taylor's funeral of Mr. Graham's sister in phoid shots. We were very much
Mr. and Mrs. Hanzy Paschall and
Store community; Friday. August Marshall County.
pleased to hear her say our room Dencil Paschall visited in Murray
Ross',
Palesm..
Murray
30-2:00 p.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Edwards looked so nice and clean.
Saturday.
and son of Arkansas, were weekWe arc already getting ready for —Lee Key. who has been ill for
Rev. W. T. M. Jones of Hardin tine community.
end guests of friends and relatives winter. The coal truck has- already quite awhile,,remains unimproved_
was at Oak Level last week where
In Boone county, much progress here.
Morris
recently combrought us a load of coal. We
Terry
he preached at a revival meeting
Huie Ross received a call from hope to have better roads this win- pleted two nice wells at his home.
for the pastor, Rev.
Lewis. has been made in two months in
lines.
electrification,
Detroit Saturday to return to work., ter, too, because the men—have
Mr. and Mrs. Cleans Wilson and
The Hardin school opened Mon- building rural
He Was accompanied to Detroit by Wed" grading this week.
son were among those attending
day with a large attendance. Rev.
A litter of' 10 pigs owned by Saxtun Redden.
We are having a fine time read- the brush arbor meeting near LasW. T. M.. Jones. Scott Greenfield
of Hardin and Hon. H. H. Lovett James Parrott in Taylor county
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Thorn 'and ing the books from the Traveling siter graveyard Thursday night of
of Benton were heard on the weighed 2,290 pounds when 170 children, Mrs. Boss Threatt and -Library. Some of the pupils have last week.
days old.
Mrs. Martha Thorn visited in Hop- read nearly all the books we have.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Smotherman
(pthing program.
kinsville Saturday and returned We hope to exchange the ones we were in Murray shopping Satur.
4 by the way of Eddyvillc.
have now for some others soon.
day.
Dale Outland has been ill this
Mr. and Mrs. .Will Eggman are
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Cole were
visiting their son, Charley Egg- week. Prentiee Scott is still hav- the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hooker
man, and Mrs. Eggnian in St. ing to work at home.' Dorothy Paschall Sunday.
Hurt was absent Thursday and
Louis.
Crops are looking fine throughMiss Maud Woodall spent the Friday.
out this part of the country and
Our visitore 'fait the past week the farmers are very much deweek-end in Almo with Mrs. N.
were: Mrs. Clyde Smith, Mrs. Ofus lighted.
C. Woodall.
Mrs. Walter Vick and daughters, Outland, Floy Henry, and R. J.
Lewis Cosby visited in the home
Imogene and Elizabeth and Mrs. Phillips.
of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Jones. of
Adell Peters Flowers and daughParis. Tenn., last week.
Murray, the, birtlaplace of Radio.
ter 'of Centralia, Ill., spent the
Commodore Orr PUectiaSed two
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. 0.
F. Curd.
Mrs. Tommie,Jones and' Miss Iris
Herron of Paducah swish the weekend
with Mr. ' and Mrs. Clynt
Skaggs.
Chevrolet DeLuxe Town Sedan—new tires, will
Mrs.
Royal Morris and children
guarantee, 60 days.
of Detroit and Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Mathis of St. Louis are vjeiting
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Mathis.
Chevrolet DeLuxe Master Town Sedan—Only 26,Mrs. Will Robinson is on the sick
000 miles, newaires, good radio.
list at this writing.
Mrs. Tennie Colson of Louisville
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
1936 Chevrolet Sedan—city driven.
Roosevelt Mathis.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Copeland
1936 Chevrolet Coupe—a good bargain .. $285.00
and daughter
were
visitors in
Almo Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Wilson and'
1936 .Cheyrolet DeLuxe Coupe.
children of Detroit are .siting
Mr. and Mrs.—Oeus Puckett and
1938 Chevrolet 'a-ton Truck.
Mrs. Emma Lowery.
Mrs. Clynt Skaggs. Mrs. Mac
Wise parents everywhere are realizing
Tarry, Mrs. Curtis Copeland, Mrs.
1939 Ford Coupe—new tires, low mileage, city
the value of sound insurance in securing
Clynt
Lancaster, Mrs. Adelbert
(hi
the future of their school age children. I
Reeves, Mrs. Merle Andrus- shopped in Peducah Friday.
Life policies are now offered at rates that
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hargis and
1937 Plymouth Sedan.
are at a new low! It will pay you to incisitttren
of
Providence
spent
vestigate these policies which apply to
Thursday night as the guests .of
1938 ':-ton Truck.
,your child's -st.curity! Call our repreMr. and Mrs. Frank Starks.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Graham have 1
sentative right, now. Telephone 50 ...
moved into Will Graham's house
ask for Mr. J. I. York.
here. They came here from Gilbertsville.
Paul Mathis has' been on the
sick" list but is improved at, this i
writing.—C. A.
•
"A Kentucky Institution"
,
Phone 97Murray,
Murray is birthplacf Radio. I
es

New Scour Head

Cedar Knob News

l

te

or

rt.

Gordon Ridge News

Lassiter Hill News

Louise Swann
!Gets Masters Degree
At Iowa University

;

ENDURANCE. .

ur

y.

Dexter School News,
Extension Men
To Discuss Storage
in County Meetings

Murray Marble
and Granite Works

di,

•

Western Dark Fired Association

News

FARMERS

Are Urged to Elect

Hardin and Vicinity

IS

DEVOE REID

We're Clearing Our Stock of Used Cars
To Get Ready for the

West Calloway County, as director of the Association

NEW MODELS

LOOK!

LOOK!

Saturday, August 24

LOOK!

__Devoe Reid is a tobacco farmer and highly respected citizen of Calloway County. His honesty, sincerity and ability has never been ques-

01

BE CERTAIN THAT
THE FUTURE IS SECURE

so-a•—•0

tioned.

Voting Booth in Court House Court Room
9 A. M. to 4 P. M.

s)
wima,

PORTER MOTOR CO.

(This Ad Contributed by Friends)

COMMONWEALTH INSURANCE

—rrassailett

7,41.4,41.4141-
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For information
dollar bill priced cheap.
SERVICE. New equipment. 34- Laughlin & Smiley, 1119 Broad- dollar bills, one one
&
A22p and five pennies. If found please call or come in the Ledger
hour, fast. dependable Wrecker way. Paducah.
It
return to Marie McNutt at Na- Times office.
Service. Charges reasonable. Day FOR
downstairs tional Store and receive , liberal
RENT-2-room
phone 97; Night phone 543-W.
lp APARTMENT For RENT-3 rooms
apartment on South 9th St. Un- reward.
and bath. Available September
Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales furnished. See F. M. Perdue, 206
If S. 9th St.
lp 55 Acre Farm Priced For Quick
1. Also GARAGE APT, 3 rooms
and Service....
Sale-2 miles of Murray College and bath, available now. John
,
Typewriters
FOR
CASH
tfe
•
WE
PAY
Ryan.
on good road, well watered, good
FOR -RENT-Furnished apartment,
3 or 4 rooms, electric stove and Adding 'machines or Cash Regis- 6 room .house, .3 barns, dairy, tooiled
CLEANED,
refrigerator, hot water, about 100 ters. Bring them to KIRK A. bacco, stock, other outbuildings; TYPEWRITERS
and 9 acres of timber. Will not re- and adjusted. Repair work. Our
Office
Supplies
yards of College Campus. Phone POOL,
had 20 years
has
Man
tfc Equipment. Phone 20. 505 W. quire all cash. J. 0. McMillan, Service
276. Mrs. J. G. Glasgow.
work.
Guaranteed
A22c 1300 Main St., Murray, Ky.
Main St., Murray, Ky.
lp experience.
KIRK A. POOL, Office Supplies
ROOMS FOR RENT-Unfurnished
505
Rte FenGtrarengceor.y1311p 1.0ST-A coin put-se in National FOR SALE-A table model 9-tube and Equipment. Phone 20.
Pi!”siva
th. let
aain
eithmb
sv
I
Murray, Ky. A22e.
Store containing $21.05 (two ten Philco radio in good condition, W. Main St..

Calloway Countians Make 500-Mile Frhese Boys Are Purchase State Farmers
Tour of Tennessee Valley Area
Claude Tidwell.
A group. of forty-five Calloway 011ie Tidwell,
A.
County farmers and agricultural Johnnie Walker. Rudy Benton, ,r
,1_11,r_V,
Carman,
A
.r4- lat- -IA 12 o'clock Wedlites- W-Morris.
le.4:1,
Carson. Charlie C.,
day for a 500 mile tour through able. Elmus
licciley Swift. Lowell Paln. .
Tennessee and northero AlabaMa son
The Haryie axon. Lewis Harding. W.,.
They will return tonight.
E. B Howton. V A. McCal- ,
tour was sponsored by the Callo- Ray.
V Manning. Marvin Hill. ;
way County Sod Improvement As. Ion. C
Curd, Bert B. Russell. V, • .
suciation in cooperation with Coun- W. H.
Tucker..BubAllbritten. Ile::
ty Agent Jonathan T. Cochran and don
Jiiii Washer, Will Perdu.
John L McKitriele. field engineer. Craig.
Joncs. Paul Cunningham. E.
Colloge of Agriculture. Un:vers- Roy
Armstrong. Jno. T Cochran Ray
'ily of Kentucky. The principal 0.
Brownfield. Kelly‘ Cr,.., •.
purl>. se of the tour was to show B.
McKitrick and IS oliary
farmers the source and the tral2U- John L.
of the triple- McKitrick. '
press
oc
o
factung
'stipi:r phosphate which i .sbeine
.-in 1.s.
'
loway County farrnors. . '
,e•f
The p-sphate mloes. ewer Columbia. Tenn. which are the ! The 1,-11...lying patients were adI
source of all phosphate naanufac,,bserva _ on i mitted to the Keys-Houston Clinlured by TVA. were
group i ir Hospital this week:
The
Wednesday afternoon.
1: Joe
was eunducted through the huge I Lancey Mill, Hazel. Route
Mrs.
Fertilizer Works of... the TVA at Bruce Wilson. New Concord:
Tenn.;
Humboldt.
Muscle - ShoaLs. Ala.. where. they ,J. H. Branch.
Williams, New
obseryed the processing of the I Little Norma Gene
Nix. Murraw mater.al from the mines of I Cencord: Miss Jessie
and Mrs.
the finished pr:sduct which is bag- ray: small child of Mr.
Mrs.-J.
ged and shipped by rail and truck !Bryant Overcast. Murray;
1: Abner
Route
to farmers for use on their farms.... B. Imam, Hazel.
Mrs.
6;
Route
Murray,
iGalloway,
the AC Program and
Through
Golden ond
demonstration work in cooperation I Laughton Higgins.
Murray;
with TVA. Calloway County farm- Little Jackie Maddox.
ers aes now using approximately small son of Mrs W. H. Glover,
Mur2.b00.000 .pounds of triple super- Murray; Mrs. Herman Doran,
phosphate for soil building pur- ray.
Mee,
Those dismissed this week are
The route of the tour was by as follows:
Abe Rogers. near Lynn Grove:
way of Hopkinsoille. „Ky.. ClarksMurray:
Nashville. C,..iumbia. Law- Mts. J D. Wall. near
rcncaturg. Tenn: Florence. Wit- Lancey Hill. near Hazel: Catherine
Murray; , Baby
son Dam and Muss-le S.hoals, Ala.; Stone, colored.
and returned by Way of Qorinth. Stone. colored. Murray: Joe Bruce
Concord: Miss
New
Miss.; Jackson. Milan and Paris. WilsOn, near
Jessie Nix. Murray: Mrs. Herman
Tenn.
.Those making the tour were: Lee Doran, Murray.
Derchett. 0. L. Cain. Ralph Ray.
Demonstrations of -top-price toher Greenfield. Edgar Elkins.
Thweatt. 0. L. Cain. Jr.. B W. bacca growing" are being conZdrnonds, --Harmon Ross. • W. E... ducted, by 36 Boyle county farmPlez Cope., ere
Dick. Q. D.-

good

FOR RENT-6-room house, bath.
basement, lights, -garage.
condition. Near College, -Miller
Avenue. Esther Rhodes, Sedalia.
A22p
Ky.

Clinic Hospital Notes.

a

Weekend. Specials!

' Pictured above: Front row: left
Robert Craig. Hazel;
to right:
Thomas McDougal, Heath: Herman
Back row: Reece
Ellis. Hazel.
Harris,
John
Sharpe;
Barrett.
Heath: Ralph Gingles, Murray -

MURRAY'S' IMPROVEMENT
and With assurance of the lowest
possible maintenance cost.
Most of the streets in need of improvement look much like Elm
Street did two years ago. Elm
Street was a cornfield lane. Today
it is one of the city's finest residential districts. It all goes to
concrete
new
that the
prove
to
improvements
streets bring
homes and surroundings as well
values.
as higher property
Murray's concrete street project started in 1237 avsith the paving of tseo alleys, one in the rear
of the city hall and the other on
the north side of the Square. The
project is a -natural" because native sand and gravel is available
in nearby creeks. Work on the
jobs is ale!'-supervised by Vernon
R. Outland. WPA- -foreman. _ Pat
C. Irvan. WPA timekeeper, has
also taken an active part in the
paving.

Sc

Waste.t- 1

Blalock's Grocery
We Deliver

Ammimmimemmommumr-

TOLLEY & CARSON
FOOD MARKET

FINE FOODS PRICED TO PLEASE
LIPTON'S TEA Ta:cl°225GclaPsIsegss. 115c
PURE LARD 4 ""SART°N 32c
QT. 23c
SALAD DRESSING
Weather c
SPAM TREET HotSpecial 26
2e.Can 28c
FRUIT COCçTAIL Lie.
DENTAL CREAM TwoC2oergaLuirosr 29c
500 35c
MILK BOTTLE CAPS
99c
SNOW DRIFT
TOILET TISSUE 6 ROLLS 23t
23*
KLEENEX 2
40c
HAM SALAD
PIMIENTO CHEESE r;#1,:rdnee LB. 35c
15:
POTATO SALAD 16
DRESSED FRYERS Coop Fed Lb. 25,`
CHOICE-,BRANDED MEATS
PAY 16c IN TRADE FOR EGGS
oz. Can

Phone 37

Prompt Delivery

at

gas,

e._

A croup of homemakers in . the
Penny community met at the home
of Mrs. Gatlin Clop`ton on the
Mayfield highway Friday. August
9. and organized the Penny HomeOfficers elected
makers Club.
were Mrs. Trigie Armstrong. president: Mrs.. Mayne- Dent. vicepresident: Mrs. Elsie Williamson,
Mary
Mrs.
secretary-treasurer:
Coleman. program .conductor: and
their Supporting committees.' With
16 members to begin with. I!:
club is hoping to interest oth.:
ladies in the community to share
the benefits of the service.
The next meeting will be at the
home of Mrs. Noah Williams. near
Penrcy. September 13. Every one
s cordially invited.

`Swarm's Grocery

24-PHONES-25

Try the New Satin Creamed
Snow Drift, makes better
cooking easy. 3 lb. bucket _
115e
•
6 lb. Racket
Ma
Extra Fancy Rice. .6 lbs.
de
Nice Green Beans, lb.
Green Peas, lb.Se
Me
Gal.
Old Sorghum,
Fancy Extracted Honey, yogi
• 115e
bring Container, lb.

Large

LB.

Murray Food Market
Prompt Delivery

Phone 12

$4.65
SUGAR, 100 lbs.
Godchaux Our
10c
lb. '
COFFEE, Grind,
24c
lb.
Coffee,
&
Sanborn
Chase
or
Maxwell House S, 10 lbs.
18c
IRISH POTATOE
19c
TOPS, Dozen
Mason Zinc JAR
10c
JAR RINGS, 3 Dozen Dqzen
590
FRUIT JARS,1 Quartf, g
19c
VINEGAR,, BulkGallon.Ju
25c
2
Acid,
Gallons
VINEGAR
18c
Gallon
Bulk,Best,
, Cider,
VINEGARLynn
68c
Bag
lb.
24
Grove's
FLOUR,
23c5c
and Glass, '. lb.
TEA
LIPTON'S
Boxes
2
,
MATCHES
Sc
Box
AllSweet,
Flavors,
JELL-O,
20c
Quart
PICKLES,
Quart 3 Rolls 15c
Sour or Dill, Quality,
PICKLES,
10cSc
TISSUE,
TOILET
Roll
Ft.
Howard,
Genuine
TISSUE,
TOILET
21c
G,BoxQuart
DRESSIN
SALAD
13c
2
lb.
S,
CRACKER
Quart in All Size Cans 21c
PEANUT BUTTER,
Kinds
JUICES of Various
nt for Meats of All Kinds
Departme
Visit Our MeatHighest
Market Price for Eggs
Paying

2k
Comb Honey, 20 oz. glass
Lie
Red Pickling Vinegar, gal.
Omega Flour. 6 lbs. 30c; 12 lbs. 55e
Get blanks on $3,090 contest
24c
Good Flour, 24 lbs.
75e:
, White Frost Flour, 24 lbs. •
48 lbs. $1.15
-Kentucky Rose
' Dole Pineapple Juice,
46 oz. can 20e
10c
12 oz. can
Scott co. Tomato Juice,
46 ounce can
21Ie
Peanut Batter, Qt. Jar
14C
rackers. 2 lb. BOX
Siirismeet Packages. Apricots,
15e
Prunes de Peaches -11 oz.
111e
Raisins, Pug.
10e
Gallon Nice Cooking Apples
Side or cs Side Country Meat
Hic to 12,,c
Pound
45c
Cm Iced Hain, lb.
20c to 25c
sliced Bacon. lb.
10c to 12c
Oleo, ifi.
Try Our Tender Beef and Fryers

1

'Flour,

SPECIALS FOR SATURDAY AT

GARRISON'S
WHITEWAY MARKET

Phone 602
Corner 5th & Maple
JUICE 18c
Stokely's
Can UIT or TOMATO
47 oz.GRAPEFR
21c
JUICE, 46 oz. can
Deerwood ORANGE
can
,
2',
PEACHES
10c
MUSTARD, Qt. Jar Crushed, No. 2 can . 10c
15c
PINEAPPLE, Sliced orQuart
21c
PEANUT BUTTER, Dozen
Ball FRUIT JAR TOPS, G, Qt., 24c; 8 21c
9c
DRESSIN
Staufer's SALAD
9c
can
oz.
7
5'ic
..
oz.
PIMIENTOS,4 can
14c
ALLOWS, package
MARSHM
10c
LUX FLAKES
48c
Paper
bag
49c;
cloth
lb.
SUGAR,
Godchaux
9c
SUGAR, 1 lb. 67c
or24Brown
Powdered
Godchaux
Bag
lb.
VE
FLOUR,
EXCLUSI
77c
24 lb. Bag
BEST FLOUR.
YUKON'S
65c
Ba
lb.
24
FLOUR,
BEST
GROVE'S
LYNN
12c
22c 5 lbs.
lbs. KY PEABERR
Y
COFFE
Pkg101KENTUC
lb. and
3MEAL,
9c
lb. Pkg. Three
Free 1 lb.
COFFEE,
ARIOSA
lb.
COFFEE,
MAXWELAllL HOUSE
box
per
Flavors,
JELL-O.
21c
TOILET SOAP, 4 Bars
EART
SWEETHS,
I7c
6
-MATCHE
19c
Size
25c
RIK,
s
LICK-A-B
Blackman'
19c9c
Size
,
25c
POWDER
STOCK
POPPED WHEAT, Giant Package
IN OUR MEAT DEPART1 MENT
18c
Dexter Brand, lb.
Armour's
BACON,
15c
Lb.
Per
,
BOLOGNA
25c
lbs.
2
Style,
,
Country
Pork
SAUSAGE
Pure
K. C.lb.D 15cC
off
ROAST
BRISKET
SHORI‘IIRIBIB oror Brisket
Beef,
C.
K.
off
Roast
SHORT
FRESH VEGETABLES, K. C. STEAKS, Etc.
oz. jar,

1 lb.

10

Pkgs.
1

fto

•

'

•

III

cUARANTEED FOODS
Plus Small Bottle Deposit
or
Latonia Club Root Beer, Strawberry oz.
12 BOTTLES 59C
CASE
5c
SODA
GE
ORAN
Bars
GIANT SIZE BARS
for
b.. Csalucbk 79c AVONDALE 24 lb. Sack 49c
FLOUR Kroge2r4'sLC
Lb.b. $125 Filnoe LGbrsanulaBtoeldk 44`
th
R
Cl2o5
SUGA
CANE
PURE
3 No. 2 Cans for
CLUB
COUN TRY C
29c
CHERRIES Red Sour Pitted
Large

8 25c

SOAP

1.1

2:
;

ii

a

WESCO BRAND

CRACKERS 2 lb. box 11t 3Bla1c
b.g 39c

a.e LB. 23cLFbre1nBcch 3Blab.g 55c SilotlIth
rH
l
o
l
b
e
u
w
zl
aC
.
m
C
COFFEE
Kroger's Clock oz:TNzinstnead 2 ivs. 15c024r Hozo.rnSeansclt ywliech 3iv.. 7pWa12nh iRoz.
25 teoloisr 5c
BREADil
Gallon
No, 1 Can BULK
Standard Pack
FRUIT COCKTAIL 10c CIDER VINEGAR 19c
I
Qt. Jar C. Club or Del Monte
Miracle Whip
d
n
e
ca
i
c
I
!
or
.
s
o
e
v
N
Hal
2' 15c
SALAD DRESSING 32c PEACHES
DSoizzeen 49c WHEATIES Box 1Oc
t
r
r
e
a
up
Q
TIN CANS
2 Lb. Jar country Club
Lge. box 9c
Embassy Brand
ES
FLAK
CORN
PEANUT BUTTER 23c Embassy
Qt. Jar
Bars
3 19' SALAD DRESSING 25c
LUX SOAP
No. 1 Can
10c C. Club
3 Doz.,19c
MASON Jar Rings,
5c
DOZEN
S
BEAN
&
PORK
JAR CAPS
Government Inspected
LB. 10c
BOLOGNA U. S.Whole or Half Piece
CHUCK
141/2`
LB.
CUTS
VEAL ROAST
15I/2c
Half Slab
or
Whole
•
LB.
BACON

LARD

299 4 LBS. 25c

B. $
0ALN
5C

lib. SLICED BACON Lb. 19c
Cured
BACON SQUARES 8/2c
LB. 15c WHITING FISH3Lbs. 25`
FRANKS
Country Club
Fresh Ground
r'e
1
LB.
HAMBURGER , I-3 ROLL BUTTER LB. 29c
n DOZEN FOR
25c
BANANAS
YELLOW GLOBE
29c
10LB.'BAG
ONIONS
5 0
STALK
MICHIGAN CELERY
5
EACH
HEAD LETTUCE
Sugar

Boxes

•

-

2nd and Maple Street

God

tube

Made

•

FOR RENT-Unfurnished start. 1940 Demonstrators:
1 Champion
Wear,
meet. Apply to Reubie
1 Commander
tf
208 N. 5th St_
1938 Plymouth 2-Door
4eDsior
WE SPECIALIZE in Tasty Fancy, 1837 Plymouth
Pick-up Truck
Cases, Pies. Pastries for parties 1937 Dodge
Coupe
and social functions of every de- 1936 Plymouth
scription. Let us serve you. Mur- Real Values - Priced to Sell
tf
ray Baking Co. Phone 79.
BULL--I have a regisApts. JERSEY
FOR RENT-2 Furnished
tered Jersey Bull at my grandequipElectrically
Furnace heat.
father's, Charlie Graham's, ready
ped. All private. See Mrs. T. Tor service. Fee, $1.00 payable
L. Smith at Smith Grocery. 307
lp
service. -Wade Graham.
lc
Main.
WE are in position to rubber your
FOR RENT-Desirable, furnished Buggy wheels now. Let us do
315 North 4th St.. your,
apartment.
Sexton-Douglass
work.
lc
,
Mrs. J, R. Oury.
A22e
lidw.
Furnished
RENT-3-room
FOR
BKIE the new models of Baldwin
Apartment, with bath. Heat,
quality
A
pianos.
Sea Mrs. Acrosonic
electricity included
W. M_ Caudill, 1200 West Main lp piano is always the best value
We also have a nice line of used
STREAMLIN= 1939 WRECKER pianos at reasonable prices. Mc-

Penny Women
Organize Group
Qf
Homemakers

Size

Home

MILLER-SPANN MOTOR CO.

The Hazel chapter of Future
Farmers , met Tuesday night to.
outline a program for this school
year. The meeting was carried
on with the regular opening and
closing ceremony.
The initiation for the Green
was set for Tuesday night.
The executive
10.
&ptember
committee was appointed to work
program_
initiation
the
on
Another item of business brought
before the house was that concerned with plans for making
Money for the chapter. The club
approved a plan to have a negro
A committee composed
minstrel
of Joe Hal Stewart. Carlos Steele.
Prof.
and
Herndon.
Thomas
Lowery Rains was chosen to work
was
Mr
Rains
on the minstrel.
made an honorary member during
the meeting.
The club also decided to have a
fish fry soon and to invite all
Future Farmers who have taken
agriculture at Hazel.
After the meeting adjourned
watermelons were enjoyed.

or

Large Packages

Studebaker Sates
and Service

CRASS!'FA IED

(Continued from Page 11

Godchaux SUGAR, 10 lb. Cloth Bag
Hazel FFA Club
13c Meets, Makes Plans
CRACKERS, 2 lb. BoxQuart
20c
BUTTER,
PEANUTAny
JELL-O, CUTFlavor
10c
Stokely's BEANS, No. 2 Can
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, Two 9 oz. Cans 15c
10c Aands
Boxes
, SODA or SALT,. 33Cans
MATCHES
10c
LIGHT HOUSE CLEANER
25c
7 Rolls....
TOILET TISSUE,
10c
JAR RINGS, 3 Dozen
. 65c
Swift's Silver Leaf LARD, 8 lb. Pail
20c
lb. ...& ROASTS
Rind, No CITY STEAKS
BACON, No KANSAS
ALL CUTS & HENS - LUNCH MEATS
FRYERS
BRING US YOUR EGGS
Phone 375

1WHILE THEY LAST only 50 more
copies of the History -of-- -Calloleft. For a limit.way County are
eci time only, you may purchase
the only printed record of this
county's history, including nearTraning School: Winfred Guess. ly 100 photographs of men and
all
Heath: C. W. Hankins, Heath,
women famous in the growth of l
were voted the State Farmer de- Calloway County for only 50c.
grees at the Kentucky FFA meet- Come in or send in to the Leding held in Louisville two weeks ger & Times offica and, get your
ago.
copy now before it is too late. tic I

G
0
I.( 11

Calif.

GRAPES Lb. 6c

27
LB.
CABBAGE
Bag $1.98 BRAN, 100 lb. Bag .. $1.29
FEED HEN SCRATCH, 100 lb. Bag $1.85 SHORTS, 100 lb. Bag $1.59
EGG MASH400 lb.

sa
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